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New Mexico pauses to salute
the spirit of Captain Joseph
Quesenberry whose body lies in
a soldiers grave upon one of the
battlefields of Europe.
It was his honor to be one of
the first American to go into the
front line trenches. It wa3 his
honor to belong to the first detach
mcnt to capture a German
machine gun and German prison
ers. It was honor to be commend
ed for, his conduct by General

17

At St. Georges Catholic Church
in Roy Tuesday' occurred the
the Intermediate and primary
marriage of Miss Mary McCrystel;
1 u
c i i n
t.nA
to Mr. Robert Todd both of Roy
SlilOfOilillKlllllIilIllIIIÍIlííliíilW
Rev. Fr. Felix Váchon administer
He who'doesnt think this is a
Taylor Browning came home, The hall was packed to its limit
ing the marriage vows in the
farming
country
should
try
few
Dawson last week and is with an interested audience of
from
a
presence of a number of friends
miles
drive
and
note
activifarming
the
the old place and" haul- - parents and friends of the child- of theyoung people. The groom
ties
of
farms.
It
i$
worth
íng
while
again. His many; ren. 1 here were so many really
water
has lived in Roy but a short time
to
note
the
difference
in
glad
to welcome him go:d performers that it would be
methsds
friends
are
and is a youug man of engaging
few
from
a
years
ago
jimpossible to give them proper
and
back.
the
presence. He united with the
in
credit in. this story. The four
difference
results.
Catholic Church here last Easter
Mrs. F. S. Brown,
teachfrs, Mrs. Sale 3d and 4th
Mosquero,
Ben
was
Brown
of
His Bride is a daughter of John
Mrs. C. L. Justice,
C.
J.
Robison
Mofax
of
and
Wednesday
commander-in-chie- f
grades
Roy
in
called
Mrs. De Frees Primary
Pershing
and
of
McCrystel and "wife formerly of
Mrs. VV. H. Willcox,
hi9
E.
E
Spencer,
and
Jriend
Mis3
Hoelz,
Miss
5th and 6th and Miss
Trujillo,
with
Aurelia,
editor
Cimarron but for several years the American Expeditionary For
Mrs. J, Floersheim,
Howell
Frank
Roy
Tuesin
were
Breeding
finally,
of the Sun and a friend to visit
1st and 2d are entitled
it was his honor to
residing at the Whiteman Cross- ces.
L, Wensell,
Mrs.
day
making
Proof
RobinMr.
on
to
much
give
We enjoyed their call;
his life in the struggle for
the
credit for the patience
ing on Red River and owners of
Mrs. E, C. Grunig,
son's homestead.
Thi3 office and hope they will come again. and skill with which they have
the freedom of the world.
She
large
a
is
ranch
there.
a
acknowledges a pleasent
Mrs. F. II. Crowe,
call. Ben proposes to put his expert; trained all these children, and
By birth Ke belonged to Las
modest
very
and
unassuming
Griner,
Miss Nette
Frank
he
thinks
to
wants
sell knowledge of Spanish to use and the efficiency shown in cond
iiKeabie young lady ana we con Cruces, but the high courage of
Mrs.' M. D. Gibbs,
his
plana
farm
nd
f
to
enter
the apply for a clerical position in ing the prci'ormance.
gratúlate the groom on his good m's heart kes his memory the
Abernathy,
R
G.
Mrs.
Government
service
as
a
Mechan
t
e
The Minuet by a cute bunch oif
.some of the Central' or South
judgment in choosing a mate:common'PPerty of New
Mrs..Tom Scott,
ic
kids
We
republics.
know
as ever appeared on a stagsAmerican
and
United
of
the
the
States
happnessico
wishing her all
Mrs. Fred Meffert,
in
the
Allied
no
"Little Grandmas." Tha
such
a
fitted
Cause.
for
ought
one
There
better
to
and them success.
Les. Alldredge directs us to
Mrs. S. Ratcliff,
Cindrelia playlet the Gcarocro ,vs
ba no grieving for him whose
place.
send Emmelt's
to First Co,
Mrs. B. R.Eeeder,
privilege it has been to uphold
and the Maypole Dance were
BEACH-BURLESFirst Infantry Replacement Regí
Mr. T. R. Pint,
among
the leading features a;:d
the best traditions of his state
Dr. Gibbs and Sons are making
Mr. Philip Pint,
We unlock the forms to an-- 'j and his country and in so doing meat Camp Gordon Georgia. He a "War Garden"on the pbt un- - the piano and vocal duetts by
r
Mr, S. F. Davis,
nounce that A. J, Burleson and to die in action under the' Stars is waiting foB a Commission and
all
little
enough
to set
tots were
the water tower and expect
permission to "Go Across".
Mrs.'R. W. Boulware,
Miss Nora Beach, of the II. T. and Stripes.
to raise vegetables by means oí slder people to thinking;.
Mrs. Hugh Mitchell,
Ranch vvére married May 8th,
o
We are in receipt of a letter irrigation. It Í3 in a p!a?3 where!
TIie slor' of tho
Miss Johann,
We have just learned i, and! Rev. Hearn returned Wednes- - from
our old friend Porter Glover they will get all the publicity
?J1(1 Graduation will still be
r- (admit A". J. more sensible than day from Texas.
Phv
formerly of Solano now of there's in town at least S3 its up
Red River Bridge'was comp'.t-- , we had thought him.
next wcek- Thls 13 ono of
inev-'Diagonal Iowa, If you know a to them to make good.
ed so that it could be crossed
the
most
strenuods weeks of the
Dobtful Honors
buyer or renter for his homein Roy ending with the big
year
this week. The bridge proper
?,
ng most of
He is
Fr vachon
"Mothers Day" was celebrated, Gutzon Borglum, the "Stone stead write him there
is spend.
'
was finished two weeks ago but
Red Cross Drive Rally Salurciav
.
delighted
with
Roy
the
.;,
progress
his
whne
time
Roy
Christian
at
new
of
the
in
in
Endeavor
Cutter" who is now posing in the
'
the abutment on the west side
...night, vlou might just as we
the
Mesa
reported
Rectory
as
in
being
Sunday
by a special andj
the
wil
Evening
bir.lt
and
is
t
of publicity for the
was not filled in.
decide to make a week of it a:;d
,
,
appropriate
program. Mrs. Hearn first time within our vision as a and especially with the Red Cross soon be here permanently. Hei,.,..
in
Grunig
has
been
left
R. C.
bid larewei to regular nours of
work,
Masqat
in
will
was
the
hold
Mills
JIe
presided
and
Sunday!
disastrous
the
program
while
!crtic of the war Department
charge of the fill and Ed Cantrell
!sleep'
lengthened
and
was
re, the Aviation activities, has cyclone that killed so many in May 19th to which all Catholic
work
will
do the
and Mr. Haddix
Iowa'and
III,
and
but
invited
unhurt.
friends
good
exceptionally
they
are
If
features j received a lot of publicity over
yill Gilstrap came in from
with three four horse teams and
want to lease his place for oil he the Father visited the Roy Gouid 0kia md will remain L'nd
included.
charges,
his
reminds
absurd
lie
it will take a week or more be
is in on it,-- -'
Clyde Hoover he Public
Schools Monday" and visit for a lirnü with h3 brother
lis of another character in history
fore it wilt now be p:ssit le
is
says
in
still
Iowa
doing
addressed
and
the pupils most in Joe and lool; ovr tne telephone
There is always contention who Achieved doubtful
fame
for teams and cars to go dirtc;
fine,
He
sends
congratulations
to terestmgiy.
(with a similar name. As we see
line here. He intimates he might
c
to Wagon Mound instead of de- - every year about cattle and
"
Geo. Hepburn. Mr. Glover would
'
large.
running
We
horses
at
'
Borglum
v
says
Gi
ve
to
it
Baker
decide to remain here permar.ti.t
touring by way of Springer asj
any of
J. T: Abbott,-thlumberaan, !w ,tiw at omnmtrri,f
printed the law several me the secrets of the War De- aAe"erf
heretofore. "We advise all whoh
'
TTlas purchased lots across the;mm,ntafnn
mendiherty
we print it. .Again , for f partWCTt 'or 111.thiawPPk.
to
attempt the crossing
Irom tne Christian Courch
benefit of tnose who fort-- T. F. Mitchell of A'.ber; was at
Never!
and the answer is
see that their engines and breaks th5
Roy Monday in cimpany with and started to build a residence.) Mrs. Arthur Burleson visited
Section 49. Compiled Laws of
rpWnrkinrnmneriv.
'
New Mexico, J9I5, is as foilows:, F. A. Roy and wife returned; Mr. S. E. Piper Assistant Bio'o- - Ihis is the kind of enterprise we! at the Dr. Mc'.' .nney home in
Mosquero th3 ..eek. She ca:r.e
it snau De uniawiui ior any;trom tneir trip to Kansas and gist 01 tne uovernment Survey need- There is talk again of compel
J person or 'persons in this State, Kansas City. Frank reports the who has been workmg all over
ihome Wednesday and got her
any owncr or owners of large prospect for a wheat crop all over the eouutry between the TramJ'"U"KC31'; clothes to go on tr longer v:.-in nrrlor trt qavp tinner Anv oneifor
- í
t .T
J
w ishesay Her urothe r came with
k, to allow the same to run, Kaunas the best they ever had psros and K.jv extir.ninatins urb
.
who works in a newspaper office
a
Mm
urmsrweni
saccsssiui
dunn the nwnths of Ihe wheat is just begmmi
;her.
in urairit; do2á. Mr. Mitchell has ,0i
and realize at lare
.,....
, oneration for the removal of
.' j
T.....U
.. ,
u
...
utx-111s
an
ncau
ana
;
ana
uuiy
iieipingiudicii, njjiii iua, T.,.
muKe
in
jmscures
.
mieresung
.
iue,
,Tnr1o t
Auust September and October, sight. Frank is looking well and over the country in Union county ons' sa ad?no'd ,ast week at John J. Kelley Grand Lecturer
whatevor; they had a good time along with with which he is familiar. The! the Mills Hospital. Dr. Thompson ÍOr the N. M. Masonic Grand
large on their their mission of seeimr an exrert' idea is to kill off the dogs and asslsted b Dr- - Se!f of Ro P- - Lodge arrive Wednesday ar.d is
1U1I"LU uw "Perauon.
training a class of Masons for
save the grass for cattle.
or herding range unless regarding his throat trouble.of the Government can easilyseé inches
officers
of the proposed newlodv'c
suan
unue
iiave uitm
that economy of nanpf. ivurnt- tnt'y
ustody during the months above
The
better begin at home
Fete aaci Dan Laumbach w'-:ROMANCE GONE
specmea. Ana every person or
NURSES
"WHAT HOME SERVICE
newspapers are all giving largely
in town Wednesday, a pa t or
persons who shall violate the
of their space to the things that
HAS DONE FOR ME"
their business was dividing up a
provisons of this section shall
must have publicity but speaking
tract
of land they have vensuffer a fine and costs. .
Efficiency Kills Sentiment as My
Red
Cross
Hospital
Uniform
for ourself- - If we were to get out
holding
jointly.
husband enlisted over a year
ago. Shortly after he went away our
a paper every day lijie the weekThe Wagon Mound Senitnel
Machine Makes Socks
Most Becoming in Hishoy had the measles.
it would re- gives list
ly issue of the
It is reported that the LP. SV.
After his recovery Ids school teacher
a
of the bond sales in
Ry
is putting in a line of permaquire every inch of every issue
coiupluined about his conduct.
At
in 25 Minutes.
the west end of Mora County
tory of World.
home he was nervous 'and Irritable.
secton houses for thtir emnent
to reproduce the "War-Stuff- "
which totals 23,400,00 and reWhen I called at the Red Cross to find
desk
and
ployees
our
daily
reaches
at Mosquero and oiler
that
out how could secure an Increase In
joices over its Service Flag.
By RUTH DUNBAR.
In
news
a
recent
which
from
of
letter
percent
we
down
the
the line. They are
stations
maybe one
allowance because of our newly born
Mora county's full quota for
"How snowy white jour fingers look babe I told them of my trouble with front the war correspondent of the fine
buildings
paper
get
to cust
is
brick
If
manage to read.
against tho scarlet wool !" wus the Harry. On their advice I took him to Philadelphia North American helps to
the Third Liberty Loan was
might
be
to
doilars
better
thousands of
each.
ting short it
and the amount subscribed favorite speech of grandfather when an oculist, who said glasses were need- explain the song, "I'm In Love V.'llh a
he was paying suit to grandmother, ed immediately because of the weakcut out the Congressional record iñ full was $57,300.
who, If history is correct, never al- ened condition of the eyes following Beautiful Nurse."
Rev. E. L. Lichardson ü
and other stuff that costs the
lowed little things like love a'nd court- measles. He no longer causes trouble
"There are' G2 Red Cross nurses at
revival meetings at fot.
Government a lot of. money and
E. B. Laughter the land agent ship to distract her mind one minute at home or at school.
this place," says the dispatch. "They
he use and iuviit:; ail
school
Olive
knitting.
from
her
deos no good that can be noticed from Solano was in Roy Monday
are cheerful, obedient, brave and commodern young man Is robbed of
The
who
can
attend.
petent And those who weren't pretty
here and let the local press
He is lining up a nice class of any opportunity to make these pretty T. R. TO GET SHELL
to begin with became so the moment
Of course business and going after it.
with its labors.
speeches, for the wool Is no longer
they donned the uniform that is the
THAT
HIT
HIS
SON
scarlet but khaki. Worse yet, the
we do write copy on the back of
Last Half of Taxes Duo
most becoming In all the long history
maiden sits before a cold, steel maConuse
the
and
of
costumes
devised
mystificaletters
the
for,
circular
Ben Stuart remembers us this chine and grinds off socks In as ninny
Itiiow time t r you to pay yt ur
gressional Record for single .week with the price of another minutes as it takes hours to l:nlt thfm. Captain Roosevelt, Who Was In Hos- tion and beguiling of men.
"In
ofHcers'
was
a
the
ward
colonel
Red
pital,
Lauds
Cross.
This is what eHieioncy does to rolathnlf of yeur 1917 taxtr-- If
wraps so it isnt entirely wasted. year of the
with. bronchitis. 'I've seen them in the
mance.
they are not paid by June I'sst
J. Floersheim, Chairman of the
Red Cross Drive has appointed
Mrs. P, A. Roy Chairman of the
Roy Chapter A. R. C, as Head of
the Soliciting Committee.
Mrs. Roy has chosen Jthe follow
ing persons as Solicitors who will
canvass the mesa under her
direction the week of May
Mrs. Irvin Ogden,
20-2-
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the various Ked Cross workrooms
of the New York County Chapter there
aro nearly seventy-tlvsock machines.
Kl'lit of these are in the model workroom ut 'JO Kftst Thirty-eightstreet and
others that have been ordered are held
up by traille conditions. Here Instructors tench the use of the machine to
Id

returned
Milton Floersheim
this week from Denver and i
back at work in the store. We
cant see a bit of difference in
City
requiring
him but have to take his word
All businesses
by
asked
been
that Mrs. Floersheim will be
Deliveries have
reduce
to
here in a few weeks."
Federal Authorities
this item of expense to a minimum. Many stores have disconLester Franklin formerly of
tinued delivery service entirely. Roy and who was sent to the
After June 1st 1918, we Hospital at Las Vegas from here
will make only two daily de- last year went insane again at
liveries- One, 10, A. M. and his home, near Gallegos and at
tempted to kill his wife and baby
the other at 4, P. M.
was bound with ropes untill
Please let us have your orders He
to the sheriff from Clayton came
for Groceries in plenty of time
delivery hour. for him. His is a sad case and he
fill them before the
will likely be kept at the assylum
FLOERSHEIM Merc; Co. in the future.
Co.

Notice to Our

Customers

ROY TRADING

e

h

lied Cross workers.
A complete
pair of socks can be
made on the machine in 2,) minutes.
Tlie machine looks like a cross between
fishing tackle and a pile driver. The
worker threads it through the arm and
carrier on to the threader. The body
of the machine is n circle of needles
bent at the ends 4!ke crochet hooks.
Sweaters also are made 011 the sock
machine, the strips sewed together and
the ribbing at top and bottom knitted
on by hand.
Besides the machines In the Red
Cross workrooms
there are many
owned by private individuals or groups
who work at home and donate the results to the Red Cross. In a family
hotel, for Instance, four or five women
can club together and buy a machine.

Cupt. Archibuld Koo.sevett, who recently wus injured uiid nursed buVk to
Ireulth In u Red Cross hospitul, lu
speaking of the Ked Cross work, is reported us having said:
"The Red Cross Is dolug everything
possible for us. I cannot say too much
in appreciation of their efforts, which
make u feel as if we were buck home.
It is a great comfort to us fellows In
hospitals, and if our. folks could see
ther way we are being taken care of
they would stop worrying."
The Red Cross chaplain In this par
ticular hospital happens to be Doctor
Hillings of Crotón, Mass., who taught
Captain
Roosevelt
at the Groton
school. The Red Cross shopping service In the hospital has been commissioned by Captain Roosevelt to obtain
a new uniform for him to replace the
one which was torn to pieces when he
was wounded by fragments of a German shell.
The piece of fihrapnel which wounded CaptHin Roosevelt will lie presented to Captnin Roosevelt's futuer, Col;
'
Theodore Koosveit,
,
-

,

.

Philippines, and We seen them In China,' lie told me. '1 suppose I've seen
about ail the existing types, but I nev- er yet saw one that wasn't pretty inside of 24 hours.-- .
"He reminded me of 'an Irish Tom- who, so his major told me, woke
up in a hospital. In 1010 and, seeing the
nurses In the wiinl erl:iimel 'Mm
the howly Virgin bless lis, but the an
gels have come down to the Somme !' "
Hundreds of Red Cross nurses, how- ever, are doing work abroad in which
their looks are less eagerly considered.
Finding end earing for war orphnned
babies, fighting tuberculosis,
iisning homes in stieti wrecKed villages
these are some of the big tasks of
mercy which, thanks to American con- the Red Cross sets for Us
nurgeg.

There are

13 divisions of the Red
In the United States.
There is

a complete organization at each divl- sinn, with a great warehouse for the
collection and shipment of all kinds iif
lied Cross supilua

they will be advertised and yu;r
property sold for the amount of
taxes and .penalty due.
Give this your pronipt
ton and avoid the advertising
expense.
C. U. Strong.
Treasurer and Collector for
Mora County N. M.
attf-n-my-

j

There are a number of people here who are net obscr- vingthe village ordinances
w jth reference to Stock
.
rung
at large on the streets
Please do not turn your
Stock Out Or it wflj be.

ctiSO-Cro- ss

necessary to impot'lid
Iutely
,
UieiTU

F. S. BROWN,

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

FOREIGN

AN EPITOME OF

General Pershing ordered soldiers
to write home letters on Mother'!

LATE LIVE HEWS
CONDENSED
RECORD OF THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

day.
An

army of 100,000 Russians is
marching on Finland from Petrograd,
according to Information received at
Copenhagen.
Andrew Bonar Law, speaking for
the government in the House of Commons, announced that the home rule
bill would not be Introduced before
May 19.
Premier Lloyd George and .his gov-

U.
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War Fund.

$100,000,000

Wwtera Ntwipaper Union

New

IMPORTANT

Service.

MADE STRONG

DASH

Asks Those Unable to Bear Arms to PETAIN FORCES STORM GERMAN8
Contribute Generously to Second
NEAR KEMMEL, AND TAKE

g

100-met-

20-2-

WEEK

IN PROCLAMATION.

Wnttrn Ntwapnpar Union Nwt Servlct.
COMINO EVENTS.
October Annual meeting New Mexico
Public Health Aeauulutlon.
Ruby Chaun 'of Deming has been
ernment have passed successfully an- commissioned a notary public.
other situation which threatened to
A garage at House was robbed of
provoke a crisis and the probable re- seven auto casings and five tubes.
tirement of the ministry.
SAYINGS, DOINGS, ACHIEVE
The, May 10 call takes 274 men
The official French report of the pa- from New Mexico for service "over
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
trol action in which American troops there." I
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
In the Lorraine sector of the battle-froW! T. Burgess, aged 79, and Mrs.
carried out a brilliant little op- M. E. Ketton, aged 70, were united in
Wtrn Nmpapr Union ntw Btrvlc.
eration on May 6 in the vicinity of marriage at Melrose.
the hamlet of Anaervlllers shows the
ABOUT THE WAR
Two hundred out of a total of 461
ArtilUry fire continue! heavy on wonderfully enterprising spirit of the convicts are engaged on highways or
American troops.
Italian front
other work outside the penitentiary.
Field Marshal Halg issued a special
American! repuUe German raid on
Lieut. Joseph Quesenberry of Las
aporder of the day, conveying his
Plcardy front.
Cruces died from wounds, according
Germana continue "frightfulness" preciation of "the splendid service to the casualty list issued at Washrendered by the royal artillery at all ington.
bombardment on Amiens.
stages of the Somme and Lys battles,
Six more Americana have been dec
That a golden era faces New Mexico
despite the difficult conditions of a
state, was the
orated with the crolz de guerre.
a
as
superdefensive fight against greatly
prediction made by Ralph C. Ely, state
Brillan casualties reported during ior numbers."
the week ending May 7 reached a to
The Anglo-Frencfront In France food administrator.
tal of 38,691.
By an overwhelming vote property
will stand firm and husband its
Brltiah bold firm on western front strength - throughout the summer owners in the district which Gallup
and repulse repeated German attacks, while waiting for aid to come from sought to have annexed to the town
regaining some positions lost.
the United States, says Winston Spen defeated the proposition.
Attorney A. B. Henehan has applied
French troops captured Grivesnes cer Churchill, minister of munitions,
Park, five miles northwest of Mont In reply to a resolution of the execu to the State Supreme Court for oral
dldler, the Paris war office announces tlve of the National Brass Workers' argument in the appeal of Elbert W.
Blancett for a new trial..
Russian warships have bombarded and Metal Mechanics' Union.
Farmlngton, which sold $50,000
Anarchy is spreading throughout
German forces in the harbor of Mar
iupol, the Berlin war office announced the Ukraine as a result of the German worth of Liberty bonds, has received
Tuesday, May 7, was the third annl action in overthrowing the govern her honor flag, which now proudly
versary of the sinking of the Lusitanla ment and replacing It with another flies over the telegraph office.
The longest steel span of any bridge
by a German submarine with a loss of one, according to an Exchange Tele
graph dispatch from Copenhagen. in the state has been completed
1,275 Uves.
at several across the Canadian or Red river near
were There have been riots
Six
German aeroplanes
places and during a serious outbreak Roy, Mora county. It is 300 feet long
brought down Thursday by Sublleu-tenanIn Kiev a large number of persons and costs $20,000.
Rene Fonck, the Paris war of
were killed.
The appointment of R. M. Johnston
flee announces.
The Lloyd George ministry won a
the largest city notable victory in the House of Com of Albuquerque as executive secretary
of the Food Administration for New
In the Don Cossack territory and near
By a vote of 293 to 106 the Mexico was announced by Ralph C.
the mouth of the Don river, has been nions.
House voted down a motion Intro- Ely, food administrator.
occupied by the Germans.
duced by former Premier Asquith proThe Equity Society of Union county,
North of the Somme, the Austral viding for the appointment of a speians advanced 700 yards on a 1,500-yar- cial committee to Investigate charges during the past few weeks, has
front Sunday, and early Monday made by Maj. Gen. Frederick B. Mau shipped 120 cars of broom corn for
members. The brush netted the growthey added another 500 yards on a
rice, recently relieved of his post of
from $132 to $310 a car.
ers
front.
chief director of military operations
report of the city physician shows
A
In air fighting British aviators at the war office.
during the month of April thirty-thre- e
Ger
have accounted for twenty-ninSpeaking to the Primrose League In that
children were born in Albuman machines, twenty-twof .which London
government
Earl Curzon,
Twenty-onquerque.
of them were
were destroyed. One enemy airplane leader in the House of Lords and
boys and the remainder girls.
was brought down by rifle fire.
council,
member of the British war
Corp. Hugh E. Burr, B company,
British troops on May 7 entered the said that grave times were ahead, and
Turkish town of Kerkuk, eighty miles that the British soldiers might have 144th machine gun battalion, who was
to give ground. Encouragement was drowned while swimming at Ocean
southeast of Mosul, In Mesopotamia,
the British war office announced. The to be found, however, he said, in the Beach, Cal., was the only, son t)fMr.
British met with no opposition. The unity of command, in America's ef and Mrs. James I. Burr of Deming.
Col. II. V. Eva, an officer of an arTurks on retiring left 600 men in the fort, and in the resolute, indomitable
tillery command at Camp Cody, respirit of the British people.
Kerkuk hospital.
Kiev newspapers received at Zurich ceived an honorable discharge from
British naval forces again raided
the German naval base at Ostend, on describe an
battle between the the War Department and will return
the Belgian coast, blockading the en anarchists and the Bolshevlkl at Mos to his former home in Duluth, Minn.
The county of De Baca, the newest
trance to the harbor by sinking the cow, resulting from the imprisonment
old cruiser Vindictive, which partici of 400 anarchists in the Kremlin. The county in the state, has ninety-sipated in the recent raid on Zeebrugge fighting was caused by a refusal of men In the service, according to the
The previous raid, which was carried the anarchists to surrender great list Just compiled by Secretary Lanout early on the morning of April 23, quantities of munitions and machine sing Bloom of the State Board of Hiswas conducted simultaneously against guns. The Bolshevlkl forces stormed torical Research.
Ostend and Zeebrugge.
The latter the places where the munitions were
Andres Espinoza, Etiliano Lara and
port la believed to have been com stored. The newspapers estimate that Francisco Dueno, who are accused of
pletely blocked through the sinking there are 60,000 anarchists living in abandoning sheep herds belonging to
of two concrete-fillecruisers in the Moscow.
E. E. Turner of near Roswell, have
channel.
been bound over to the Chaves county
SPORT
grand Jury under $300 bond each.
WESTERN
Benny Leonard of New York, lightOn account of the demand for conchampion
weight
Liberty bonds of the first and sec
of the world, easily
of San vict labor on work already under way
ond Issues may not be converted Into outboxed Johnny McCarthy
bout at San and In Socorro eounty, where operabonds of the third issue until July 1, Francisco in a
tions are to begin soon, the state will
according to word from government Francisco.
be unable to send prisoners this year
beaquarters.
heavyThe proposed Willard-FultoThat the National Socialist party weight championship bout will not be to work on the Colfax county roads.
Expressing determination to sup
has entered Into an agreement to held In Utah, it was announced at the
raise funds for the defense of the In office of Gov. Simon Bamberger at port the men in the trenches to a
dustrial Workers of the World, on Salt Lake. The laws of the state will knockout," war workera of New Mex
trial before Judge Landis in Chicago not permit of the contest being held, ico at Albuquerque closed the stateon charges of violation of the espión according to an opinion of the attor- wide conference called for the purpose
age laws, was denied at Socialist ney general given at the request of of coordinating the departments of patriotic endeavor.
the governor..
headquarters.
George Curran, a patient from Fort
Galllgan
Claire
Miss
Miss
and
Char
Nineteen deaths, twelve in Iowa and
seven in Illinois, and a property loss lotte Boyle, both of New York, tied Stanton, dropped dead, at the Carri-zozeating house as the result of a
swim
estimated at more than $1,000,000, for first place in the
was the total taken by Thursday's tor- ming race for women, held at the Los hemorrhage.
It is reported from Las Vegas that
nado which swept through Iowa and Angeles Athletic Club. The time was
Misa. Julia Heaton of Los Charles Shope, who recently shot and
Illinois.
Approximately 150 persons 1:213-5- .
Angeles was second.
fatally wounded Edward Snelllng, a
were more or less seriously injured.
young boy, attempted to leave town.
GENERAL
WASHINGTON
His bondsmen had him arrested, the
quota
Arizona
doubled
in
its
the
Lib
Approximately 40 per cent of the
ball was forfeited 'and Shope was
men In the United States now listed erty Loan campaign. Her quota was locked up In Jail.
in class one will be called to the col- $3,254,000, and subscriptions were
C. C. Montoya was convicted in the
with 32,000 subscribers.
ors this year.
The American artillery participated Federal Court under a charge of at
Wheat flour substitutes should sell
and the American Infantry lent assist- tempting to intimidate Rosetta M.
from 10 to 20 per cent less than wheat ance
in a successful French raid In Read, a. Socorro county homesteader.
flour. Food Administrator Hoover noApremont
forest, northwest of There were three other defendants in
the
tified state food administrators.
the case besides Montoya. . Anastaclo
Toul.
With work on the third Liberty
The result of the election of officers Sereseres was found guilty and Balloan unfinished, the treasury's loan of the General Federation of Women'! thazar Sereseres and Gabriel Seresepublicity bureau has started prepara- Clubs for the ensuing biennial terms res were acquitted.
tions for the fourth loan, which will at Hot Springs,, Ark., follows: PresiJudge H. D. Terrell of Silver City
be held next fall. dent, Mrs. Josiah Evans Cowles, Cali has Just received word that his son,
More than 20,000 communities won fornia; first vice, president, Miss Lieut. Alex W. Terrell, Jr., of the
Liberty loan honor flags'by subscrib- Georgie Bacon, Massachusetts; sec- 142nd Field Artillery, who was" seing or oversubscribing their quotas. ond vice president, Mrs. Thomas G. verely wounded on the French front,
Reports to the treasury show that the Winter, Minnesota; recording secre several weeks ago, lost a leg by ampu
Chicago
district won 4,965 flags, tary, Mrs. Adam Weiss, Colorado; cor- tation, and is now in a base hospital.
Minneapolis 3,041, Cleveland 1,999, responding secretary, Mrs. Mary I. Lieutenant Terrell received both the
Boston 1.393, Atlanta S91, Philadel- Wood, New Hampshire; treasurer, French war cross and the American
phia 752, and St. Louis, which gave Mrs. Benjamin Clark, Iowa; auditor, medal for gallantry and conspicuous
flags only to full counties, 196.
Mrs. William P. Harper, Washington. bravery in action.
Grover W. Harrison of Albuquerque
A winter wheat crop of 672,539,000
Senator Hitchcock of Nebraska was
made chairman of the Senate foreign bushels was forecast by the Depart- will get $110,286 as his share of the
relations committee. Mr. Hitchcock, ment of Agriculture, basing its esti- estate left by his mother, Mrs. Guadawho was senior Democratic member mates on conditions existing May 1, lupe Perea de Harrison. Judge Herof the District
of the committee, succeeds the late and on a canvass of the acreage. With bert F. Raynolds
Senator Stone in a rearrangement of continued favorable conditions the Court granted final judgment in young
Democratic committee assignments crop will be one of the largest ever Harrison's suit against his father. Dr.
George W. Harrison of Los Angeles.
caused by recent deaths of several grown.
With 30,000 seedlings, and sixteen
senators.
More than forty German warships
A special prayer for the cessation have been attacked successfully by men to help plant them, Hermann
Krauch, of the forestry service, left
of the evils tormenting humanity, dur- British submarine!. This was dising mass on 8t. Jeter's day, June 29, closed by an official British statement Santa Fó for Old Baldy, In an effort
is urged by Pope Benedict in a spe- received at Copenhagen and made to provide trees to serve as a "wig"
cial message from Rome addressed to public by the committee on public In- for this famous mountain so many decades bare of vegetation. '
the whole world.
formation,

FROM ALL SOURCES

S, REDCROSS

GROUND.

By Lydia E. Pinkham'a
Vegetable Compound.
Winona, Minn.- -" I auffered for mor
and waa
than a year from nervousness,
- ka1 I ni M

flt

rest at nigh- twould lie awake and
get so nervoui I

1

'

Washington. President Wilson is
sued a proclamation designating the TEUTON FORT WRECKED
week beginning May 20 as "Red Cross
Week," and calling upon the Ameri
can people to contribute generously to
the second $100,000,000 war fund of ITALIANS PUT ENEMY TO FLIGHT
the American Red Cross for the alle
AND DESTROY GARRISON AT
viation of suffering among tho Amer
COL DELLA ARSO.
lean troops in Fiance and their de
pendents at home and among the
fighting forces and civilian popula
Weitern Newipeper Unlun Newa Service.
tlons of the allied countries. The
Rome. Italian troops stormed Monte
proclamation follows:
Corno end took about 100 prisoners,
. "PROCLAMATION:
guns.
"Inasmuch as the war fund of 1917, two guns and four machine
so generously contributed by the
With the British Army In France,
American people to the American
13. An Important section of
Mav
of
Red Cross for the administration
high
near the Vyerbcclc river,
ground
relief at home and abroad, has been
north of Kemracl. has been captured
practically exhausted by appropri
strong attack.
tlons fcr the welfare of the men in by the French in a
our military and naval forces, and Both hill No 44 and Goddezone farm Vlerfor those dependent upon them for the whle'i lto between La Clvtte and
occupied,
and
stormed
were
straat,
yet more urgent necessities of our at
lies, military and civilian, who have thereby giving the French positions
which had been a bone of contention
lone borne the brunt of war;
many days.
"And, Inasmuch as the American for
The Germans also received a knock
Red Cross has been recognized by law
and international convention as the on the southern battle front, where
public instrumentality for war relief; thev made a drive In an attempt to
"And, inasmuch as the year of our capture defenses on the elevation
own participation In the war has south of
brought unprecedented demands upon
Rome, May 13. Italian troops Sat
the patriotism and liberality of our
people, and made evident the neces urday stormed an Italian post at Col
sity of concentrating the work of re- Delia Orso, on tho northern mountain
lief in one main organization which front, destroying its Garrison, the war
In
can respond effectively and universal office announces.
ly to the needs ot humanity under fighting with bayonets and bombs the
Italians captured a machine gun.
stress of war;
Other patrols put enemy detach
"And, Inasmuch ai the duration of
the war and tho closer and closer co- ments to flight with losses. War ma
operation of the American Red Cross terials were captured In the Asolone
with our own army and navy, with the area. Enemy parties were repulsed
governments of our allies, and with north of Monte Mantello, in the La-foreign relief organizations, have re- jarlna valley, and to the right of the
sulted in tho discovery of new oppor- Bren ta valley.
There were desultory artillery duels
tunities of helpfulness under condi
tions whtcj translate opportunity into In the Arsa and Brenta valleys and
along the Plave river.
duty;
were
airplanes
hostile
Seven
"And, inasmuch as the American
Red Cross war council and its com brought down.
missioners in Europe have faithfully
Paria. The Germans attacked' the
and economically administered the
French lines Saturday after violent ar.
people's trust;
"Now, therefore, by virtue ofmy Ullery fire aouthwest of Mallly-Raine- authority as President of the United val and gained a small section of ter
States and President of the American ritory, which was retaken by the
Red Cross, I, Woodrow Wilson, do French by a brilliant counter attack.
hereby proclaim the week beginning The Germans suffered heavy losses.
May 20,. 1918, as 'Red Cross .Week,'
London, May 12. Another week has
during which the people of the United
States will be called upon again to passed without a renewal by the Ger
give generously to the continuation of mans ot the offensive they began
the Important work of relieving dis- March 21, which was. halted before
tress, restoring the waste of war and Amiens early in April, and came to
assisting in maintaining the morale a definite pause on its right flank be
of our own troops and the troops and fore the barrier of the Flanders hills,
peoples of our allies by this manifes just as the month of May was open
tation of effort and sacrifice on the ing. Ever since the costly defeat of
part of those who, though not privl Gen. von Arnlm's army In a desperate
leged to bear arms, are of one spirit, assault on the front southwest of
purpose and determination with our Ypres nearly two weeks ago, the be
ginning of a new effort by the enemy
warriors.
"In witness whereof, I have here either here or on some other front
unto set my hand and caused the has been looked for from day to day.
seal of the United States to be affixed.
Betterments of the allied position
"Done In the District of Columbia reported Saturday Included an ad
this 4th day of May, In the year of vance by the French on the Flanders
our Lord one thousand nine hundred front, in the neighborhood of Locre,
and eighteen and of the independence where the approaches to Mont Rouge,
Df the United States of America, the one of the bulwarks of the allied line,
one hundred and
By the have thereby been made more secure.
President,
Far to the south of the Somme, on
the coitherly side of the great Mont"WOODROW WILSON,
"ROBERT LANSING,
didier salient, French troops likewise
carved a sli"e out ot German-hel"Secretary of State."
ter
ritory, near Orvillers-Sorel- ,
seven
Knighted by King George.
miles southeast of Montdldier.
London. Henry Edward Duke, who
Tho Brltiah carried out profitable
resigned recently as chief secretary raiding operations near the westerly
for Ireland, has been knighted.
end of the Lys salient in Flanders.
Troors of the new National Army
ISSUE NEW WAR CURRENCY.
of the United Stales paraded through
London Saturday, three battalions of
New One and
Bills to Ap- them, to the plaudits of large crowds
and the compliments of King George,
pear About July 4,
Premier Lloyd George and other notaWashington. Designs for the na bles.
currency federal
tion's first
reserve banknotes of one dollar and WILSON NAMES MEMORIAL DAY.
denominations have been
approved by the treasury and the new Proclamation Asks Prayers on May 30
for God'! Aid.
bills will make their appearance in
Washington.
National Memorial
general circulation about July 4. A
note of the war period is given to the day, Thursday, May 30, is designated
by President Wilson in a proclamation
r
reverse side of the
note in.
as a day of public humiliation, prayer
the design of one of the newest battle- and fasting. The people
of the nation
r
ships. The face of the
notes are asked to gather that day In
their
bears a portrait of Thomas Jefferson. places of worship and pray for the vic
The face of the one dollar note car tory of the American armies which
ries a portrait of George Washington will bring a peace founded upon mer
and the reverse side has a design of cy, Justice and good will.
the spread eagle clutching in war-likRaid at Ostend Proves Success.
attitude the American flag.
London. It Is declared on unaues- The bills are intended to replace sil
ver certificates, about $30,000,000 of tionable authority .that the sunken
which have been withdrawn from cir cruiser Vindictive lies in the neck of
culation in the last two weeks as the the channel at the entrance to Ostend
silver which secured them was melted harbor at an angle of about 40 de
grees.
Into bullion under the new silver act.
Mailly-Ralneva-

l.

hand-to-han-
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forty-secon-
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would have to get
up and walk around
and in tho morning'
would be all tired
out I read about
LydiaE.Pinkham'a
Vegetable Can- thought
r)und and
My
try

it

nervousness toon
loft me. I aleen
well and feel fine in the morning and
able to do my work. I glad! recommend Lydia E. PinkhanVa Vegetable
Compound to make weak nérvea

strong. "Mrs.

Albert

SULTZB, 60S

Olmstead St. Winona, Minn.
How often do we bear the expression
among women, "I am so nervous, I cannot sleep, " or "it leemi as though I
hould fly. " Such women should profit
by Mrs. Sultze's experience and giva
this famous root and herb remedy,
Lydia E, Pinkhnm'i Vegetable .Compound, a trial.
For forty yean it has been overcoming such serious condition! as displacements, inflammation, ulceration, irregularities, periodic pains, backache, dullness, and nervous prostration of
women, and is now considered the standard remedy for such alimenta.
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Hia Retort
She Do you believe In spells?
He (tenderly) No, but I do
witches.

M.

V.

in

Cutlcura Heali Eczema
And rashes that Itch and burn. If
there is a tendency to pimples, etc.,
prevent their return by making Cutlcura your dally toilet preparation. For
free samples address, "Cutlcura, Dept
X, Boston." At druggists and by malL
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.
THREE KINDS OF GENTLEMEN
Somewhat Peculiar Distinctions That
Are Made by Inhabitants of the
Emerald Island.

Ireland Is the only country In which
it hns ever been customary to classify
gentlemen as of three distinct kinds of
species.
Probubly the distinctions are still
recognized to some extent in the Emerald Isle, but two. centuries ago, and
even much inter, they were defined
respectively as (one) the
(two) the "gentleman every Inch
of him," and (three) the "gentlemnn to
the bnckbone."
The first class consisted of doscerid-nnt- s
of Cromwell's soldiers, who. If
they could ride well, were called
"Buckskin Breeches," or "Squireens."
The second class was composed of
descendants of old families whose estates hnd been forfeited to the crown
(for rebellion or other reasons), and
who had been compelled to lower themselves by working for a living. In trade
or the professions.
The third class the "gentlemen to
the bnckbone"
comprised
the old
stock, or folks who lived on the ancient
family estates and the labor of the
peasantry pertaining to their domains.
"half-mounted-

d

Wise men act as If thev exoeetcd to
live 100 years, but are prepared to
shuffle off tomorrow.
Money talks when It is put up as a

guaranty.

Two-Doll-

war-tim-

e

two-doll-

two-dolla-

two-dolla-

e

Nicaragua Joins War Against Huns.
San Juan del Sur, Nicaragua. The
Nicaraguan Congress
has declared
war on Germany and her allies. The
declaration of war was adopted by
Congress at the suggestion of President Chamorro with only four dissenting votes. Congress also adopted a
declaration of solidarity with the
United States, Nicaragua's action follows that of Its neighbor, Guatemala,
which last month dechired war on
Germany.
It ia the twentieth nation
which has declared war against Ger
many.

Letters to Mothers Pack Malla.
With the American Army in France,
May 13. From army postoffices scat
tered throughout France Just to the
rear of the front lines to far south
warda deluge of Mothers' Day letters wa3 poured in Sunday upon tne
American army postoffice, and today
they are on their way to the base
porta for shipment home by the next
steamer. From the appearance of the
stuffed mail sacks few, If any, mem
bers of the 'American expeditionary
force neglected the opportunity to
write.
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their first-lin- e
trenches. But luter In
the night the British counter-attackeand regained all that had been lost
out this atWEEK Two Hun divisions carriedheavy
THE
casualtack and they suffered
ties. On Thursday morning the enemy
made a new attack on the Flanders
Premier Uoyd George Again Is frSnt north of Kemmel and slightly
bent the British Une. At the same time
Winner in Crisis Brought on
troops from Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick made a great raid on the
by General Maurice.
d

PAST

A COLORADO

powers are to control the navigation
of the Danube, and the Roumanian
army, except ten divisions, is to be demobilized, Its equipment going to the
central powers until the conclusion of
a general peace.'
The queen of Roumnnla and her children refuse to recognize the peace
treaty and lose no opportunity to af
front tho Germans In their country.

r

3
I

-- ta

The German vice chancellor anGerman outpost Une at Neuvllle-Vltas-snounced the establishment of a special
southeast of Arras, taking prison- department to regulate Germany's
ers and guns and Inflicting many cas- eastern policy, and defended her policy
of intervention In Finland, declaring
ualties.
Most of the American troops that It had Insured the Independence and
have been moved into the battle re- freedom of that country and was ungion appear to be placed along the Une dertaken at the request of the legitibetween Montdldier and Noyon, and mate Finnish government. It Is reportthey are giving a good account of them- ed that Grand Duke Adolf Frledrlch of
has been selected
selves there, as are also those hold- Meckleuburg-Strellting the Toul sector. There have been as king of Finland. Little news of mono heavy operations In either sector ment came from Russia or the Ukraine
recently, but the artillery In both Is last week. It Is quite evident now that
always active and the American gun- Germany will get little food from the
ners have proved their excellence. They latter country this year.
-t- ain
are now using their heavy artillery
Palestine the British forces apnorthwest of Toul after several weeks
of preparation. The American casual- parently met with a reverse which
ty lists, still relatively small, are In- compelled them to evacuate
and retire to the west bank of the Jorcreasing dally.
Constantinople
dan.
claimed
the
Turks
administered a stinging defeat
GerIs
no
There
Indication that the
man high command will abandon Its to General Allenby's troops.
-- ta
plan of smashing the British army and
Nicaragua lined herself up with most
forcing a breach between It and the
French. Luilendorff Is Increasing his of the rest of the nations on Tuesday
resources In every way possible and by formally declaring war on Germany
Austria and Bulgaria have been called and Its allies. Its congress empowered
on to supply troops for garrison duty the president to employ all the rein order that the Germans may be sent sources of the nation In prosecuting
to the front. Intimations such as have the war.
'
-- ta
appeared In some German popers that
Gutzon
Borglum's charges that graft,
the attempt to reach Paris will be

German Attack South of Ypres Smash'
edr While Allies Improve Their Positions at Many Points Investigation of American Aircraft Production Collapse Started.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
Premier Lloyd George and his cabinet successfully weathered another
storm last week when the house of
commons, by a vote of 203 to 100, rejected Herbert Asqulth's motion providing for the appointment of a spe-cicommittee to investigate charges
mndc against the premier by MaJ. Gen.
Having deFrederick B. Maurice.
clared that he would considered the
action of the commons as a test of
confidence, Mr. Lloyd George would
lmve resigned and turned the conduct
oí the war over to Mr. Asqúlth had the
latter been sustained. As It Is he has
won Knottier great personal victory
largely by means of the statement he
made In the house an ex parte statement, to be sure, but one that Impressed his hearers with his evident
honesty and frankness.
The charges made by General Maurice, formerly director of military operations, were that the premier and
oilier officials had deceived the people
by false statements concerning the
nrmy. The accusations were fully refuted by Lloyd George, who showed
that his statements were made on Information obtained from General Maurice's department. He protested vigorously against such distracting and
pnrnlyzlng controversies and Implored
that there should be nn end to "sniping."
He called Maurice's action a
flagrant breach of discipline, especially pernicious In Its effect on a1 new
army and not understandable to the allies of Great Britain.
Thens is no reason to question the
patriotism of General Maurice's motives in precipitating the crisis, but It
Is evident that he was made the tool
of the political opponents of the pr
inter who hoped to ride Into office on
the resulting storm. Presumably the
offending officer will be court

z

Es-Sa- lt

abandoned

mean nothing.

No doubt

there will be repeated great offensives
throughout the summer, and the allies
are preparing to resist them to the utmost, their Intention being to maintain their lines unbroken until America's men are there In sufficient numbers to enable General Foch to do more
than resist. It Is admitted that without our army the allies could not gain
a military decision over the Germans
under existing' conditions. How long
the German people will stand for the
slaughter of their men Is another question. From captured mall and the more
outspoken of their newspapers It Is evident they are becoming sickened by
the awful bloodshed, but they probably will continue submissive so long
as they think there Is a chance of a
flual victory.

ta

The movement of Americans to
France continues with Increasing
swiftness and It .Is the avowed Intention of the war department to have
not less than 1,000,000 men there by
the end of May. The administration
-- ta
and the congressional leaders, exceptLast week passed with only one Im- ing such men as Kltchin, now view the
portant Infantry action on the west situation comprehensively and. agree
front, but neither army has been Idle. that no limit should be put on the size
The heavy artillery of the allies has of our army, as It Is likely as many as
been continually hammering the Ger- 8,000,000 men will have to be placed
man positions and especlully devoting under arms within three years. A total
Itself to smashing the enemy's lines of of about four millions will be available
communications and munition depots Immediately,
and Provost Marshal
and to hampering the bringing up of Crowder and Others believe It will be
and supplies. In this necessary to Increase the draft age
the aviators have given invaluable aid limit to forty years within a year. Inand the work has been so well done deed, many details have been worked
thut the renewal of the offensive wns out with this Increase In view. Classes
perforce delayed. Heavy and frequent 2, 8 and 4 of the draft are being carerains also handicapped the Germans fully combed out to eliminate slackers
and they found great difficulty In mov- and many names will thus be ndded
ing their ponderous tanks and largest to class 1.
guns across the devastated country,
-t- aAustrian reports tell of the presence
the roads being consistently broken up
by shell fire and their repair made alof American troops on the Italian
.
most Impossible.
front, though this had 'not been an' Meantime the allies took every opnounced by Washington. The expected
portunity, to Improve their positions offensive on that front has not yet maand In many local operations advanced terialized, but It Is believed It will not
their Unes and strengthened their hold be much longer delayed, because of
on the commanding heights both In the critical state of affairs In Emperor
Plcardy and In Flanders. In these Carl's realm. Hunger and discontent
fights the Australians and Canadians are Increasing so greatly that troops
had a prominent part, the former be- have been concentrated In the most
tween the Anere and the Soinme and disaffected parts of the empire. Also
there have been serious disturbances
the latter south of Arras, both continfleet, the
gents making considerable and very in the
valuable gains. All along the line the crews of which are largely Slavs and
British, French and Americans re- men of Italian origin.
pulsed all the enemy raids until
ta
Wednesday night, when, after heavy
Itoumanla has submitted to what
artillery preparation, flie Germans at- seemed the Inevitable and signed a
tacked in the sector of Ypres, between peace treaty with the central powers.
It was Of course she loses much and gains
La Clytte and Voormezeeje.
their apparent' Intention to outflank nothing. The Instrument provides that
the Important heights of Sclierpenberg most of the Dobrudja.be ceded to Buland Mont Rouge from the northeast garia and other Roumanian territory
and they succeeded in forcing the Brit to Austria and Hungary; the central
mar-tlale-

Austro-Hungaria-

n

Mrs. Mornlngenll What womcn't
clubs do you favor?
Mrs. Strongarm
When I need on(
for tramps or my husband I can swing
a rolling pin or a broom pretty hnudy.
He Learned.
A doting father Is Bill Burn,
He's like a lot more, by Jlng;
He paid a lot of coin to learn
That his dear daughter cannot sing.

Slighted.
"Crimson Gulch doesn't seem the
snme old place since you got rid of
the Demon Rum."
"It Isn't the same old ploce," replied Broncho Bob.' "The boys have
quieted down so that It Isn't worth
while preachln' to 'em about reformln'
an they're gettln' to feel downright
neglected."
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feet and limbs were terribly swolI couldn't work and could
hardly walk. The kidney secretions were In awful shape and
nothing; seemed to help me. Finally I used Doan's Kidney Fill
and they restored me to health.
The cure has proven permanent
and my kidneys have caused me
no trouble since."
len.

A NEW MEXICO CASE.
Mrs. Alice Burch, 515 E. Third
St., Roswell.
N. Méx., says:

"About eight months ago I had
an awful attack of kidney trouble. Mpr back ached dreadfully
and for four or Ave months I
couldn't get out of bed. I couldn't
move my limbs and my back felt
as If it were broken. My kidneys
were weak and I was greatly
bothered on this account. I often
got so dlziy. It seemed as If everything was whirling around. I
doctored and used different kidney remedies, but wasn't helped
any. Klrmlly. I got to using
DoatVt Kidney Pills and I felt
like a different woman In almost
no time. I continued until I was
cured of the trouble."

DOAN'S
60c a Box At All Stores.

Foster-Milbur-

n

KIDNEY

PILLS

Co., Buffalo, N.

Y, Chemists

Li

Her Choice.
The Reason.
Gladys Would you sooner be an
"I hear you have a col lege graduate
for a cook. Isn't that very expen- old man's darling or a young man's
. '
,
slave?
sive?"
Penelope A young man's slave It
"Not very. She works for her board
Is so much easier breaking a young
and clothes."
man in and making him toe the mark.
"How is that?"
"She's my wife."
Natural Sequence.
"What did Glngs do when his wife
But the man who refuses to work
when offered a Job Is generally ready made such a sweeping attack upon
him?" "Why, he dusted."
to work a friend.
,

MORE THAN ONE.

Incompetency and
Influences were responsible for the collapse of America's aircraft program
could not be Ignored, so President Wilson ordered a thorough Investigation
made by the department of justice.
The senate committee on military affairs also announced It would resume
Its Inquiry Into the fiasco. Both the
administration and the committee assured the public there would be no
"whitewashing" and that If anyone
was guilty he would be duly punished.
Secretary Baker protested against a
public hearing of the matter by the
Her Dad No, sir; I won't have mj
senators on the ground that it would daughter tied down for Ufe to a stupid
only aid and comfort the enemy, and fool.
he told the military committee of the
Her Suiter Then don't you think
house that results under the manage- you'd better let me tuke her off jour
ment of John D. Ryan would soon be hands.
gratifying and that criticism of the condition of airplane production was
Summer Travel.
There Is reason to believe
A man one took a holiday,
like mad to get away;
worked
He
his confidence In Mr. Ryan and the reAnd then was .Kept upon the rack
organized bureau Is not misplaced, but
In terror of the Journey back.
the. public would like to know what
became of the $040,000,000
already
The Home Pessimist.
spent and why there Is so little to
"Whnt do you think of the wat
show for It
now?"
-ta
"I don't know what to think."
"You don't?"
Another revelation that has stirred
"No., I want to he one of those who
congress and that Secretary Baker may
be called on to explain Is that quan- are standing firm In their faith of ultity production of the heavy Browning timate victory, but every once In a
gun and of heavy artillery is very far while I bump Into one of our home
behftid the hopes of the people that pessimists who Is sure the Worst Is
were Inspired by the promises of the going to happen, and he sets me
war department. In the case of the
howitzers It would seem that valuable
The Mother's View.
time has been wasted In the effort to
"Are you sure that young man Is
devise guv enrages of s new and distinctively American model Instead of the sort you want to marry."
"Yes, mother. Why do you ask?"
going ahead with the models found
"Because a young man of his age
satisfactory by the British and French.
There Is also a great shortage in pis- ought to be wearing his country's uniIf he Isn't fit for his
tols, though General Dickson, chief of form today.
the arms manufacturing division, says country's army or navy, I should be
theutlook for improvement In this It Inclined to hold that he Isn't fit for
our family, either."
encouraging.
Mr. Baker says an Inquiry Into the entire question of ordMean.
nance production Is being made by
shall never forgive him."
"I
Lleiit. Col. Basdom 'Little.
"What has he done now?"
-- ta
"Here I m living every day on war
The railroad wage commission last time meals and last night he stayed
week recommended Increases for all down town and ate a large porterhouse
employees whose wages were less than steak with three business friends."
$250 a month In December, 1915. The
Increases range from 4.6 to 43 per cent,
Civil Service Examination.
the lower the woges, the greater the
Wife How did Mr. Blllklns manage
relative Increase. The total annual in- to pass that examination which you
crease Inthe pay roll of the railroads failed in?
would be about $300,000,000.
Billkins took his two litHusband
Director
General McAdoo can use his discretion tle boys with him, and the boys coachIn conforming to the recommendations
ed him. They had only left school a
of the commission, and is expected to few weeks. Pearson's.
render his decision very soon. Large
as the Increases are, they do not cohie . Terrors of the Scottish Language.
up .to the demands of the railway
Housemaid In Glasgow's Hotel Ye
workers' unions ami considerable dis- ennna gang in the bathroom the noo.
Why not?
Sassenach
satisfaction Is expressed. However,
Housemald-Tbere- 's
a body In the
Mr. McAdov's decision doubtless will be
accepted with good grace.
bath. Punch.

Both Ends
Producer and Consumer

(

(The PacAer)

The consumer wants to pay a low
price for meat.
The farmer wants to get a high
price for cattle.
The packer stands between these
conflicting demands, and finds it impossible to completely satisfy both.
The packer has no control over the
prices of live stock or meat, and the
most that can be expected of him is
that he keep the difference between
the two as low as possible. He does
this successfully by converting animals
into meat and distributing the meat
at a minimum of expense, and at a
profit too small to be noticeable in the
farmer's returns for live stock or in the
meat bill of the consumer.
Swift & Company's 1917 transactions in Cattle were as follows:

n.

...

Averse

p

Hes4

Sold Meat to Retailer for
. $68.97
24.09
Sold
for
.
. . 93.06
Total Receipts
. .' . 84.45
Paid to Cattle Raiser
Balance(not paid to Cattle Raiser)
8.61
Paid for labor and expenses at
Packing House, Freight on Meat,
and Cost of operating Branch
7.32
distributing houses . . . .
Remaining in Packer's hands as
. . . $ 1.29.
Returns on investment

The net profit was $1.29 per head, or
of a cent per pound
about
one-four- th

of beef.
By what other method can the

dif-

ference between cattle prices and beef
prices be made smaller,, and how can
the conflicting demands of producer
and consumer be better satisfied?

-

III
1918 Year Book of interesting and
instructive facts sent on request.
Address Swift & Company,
Union Stock Yards, Chicago, Illinois
-

tiliilS

HIP

)

Against
The Middle

n
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CASE.

L. M. Drake, 830 W. Fourth
Ave., Denver, Colo., says: "I
thought I was gone to die from
kidney trouble and dropsy. My

e,

GIVEN VOTE OF CONFISENCE

m'i'ÍHmiii imilMIilfn.i.liiMulimiü

Personal Reports of Real Cases

e

ish and French there out of some of

NEWS REVIEW OF

íilTill

1

i

It's Poor Economy to
Back
Endure a Bad
need

I

1 Australian official photograph that show Btrlklngly tl.é wastage of war; troops and horses moving to the
front along a duekboard road that Is lined with dead horses and broken wagons. 2 Twin Lewis guns mounted
on a British airplane and used with deadly effect. 3 Major General Maurice whose accusations of misrepresentagovernment brought on a cabinet crisis in England.
tion and lack of sincerity against the
Lloyd-Georg-

Tin 111

....

every ounce of strength
these days of rising prices, we
the ability to do a full day's work every day. The man
or woman with weak kidneys is half crippled. Sore, aching
kidneys; lame, stiff back,' headache, dizzy spells and a dull,
tired feeling and urinary disorders are daily sources of distress.
You can't afford to neglect kidney weakness and make it easy
for gravel, dropsy or Bright's disease to take you. Get a box
of Doan's Kidney Pills today. They have helped thousands.
They should help you.

HER CHOICE.

by

.&iwMmxé
umri!

i

INand

0

hoto

rafft

Swift & Company, U. S. A.

N

'ji

THE
War.ted-Gir-

The Spanish American
Bs .iscknr.li

Ati.rtt;.

work.

Wli.

for general houe
l
Good wages Inquire

Some people think the 1914
model to be one of the b?.st
Melville Flocrsheim Ford makes.

'

IRVIN OGDEN, SR.

Estella Maldonado, formerly of Roy. was married at
Ptf Yur
Vegas last week to Mr. Joe
matter at the Las
a Special Deputy of the
Solanis
Mexico.
Department of Justice. Both are
from Wagon Mound the lady has
been "Hello Girl" there and a
very popular young lady

EDITOR AND PUBLISIIKR

Entered as

second-clas-

s

poatolllce in Roy, New

$300.oo

The state and national Fuel Administrators
have sounded a Warning to the Public that it
will be necessary to lay in supplies of COAL at
once, They wisely say that failure to do this
may result disastrously next winter.

Will sell my rebuilt, re
painted car at a reasonabled
price.
Good tires,

Patches,

Extra tubes,

patches,
Complete set o! Tools goes
WANTED ;Laborers on Reser
with
it.
Miami,
near
at
voir Construction
W. C. HEATON.
work,
Steady
M,
Springer, N.

cause of America for the
-s
period of the war
----

i

England's Hungry Birds.
atIn cardens whore no
tracts Its feathered pensioners the silIs almost opent absence of bird-lifpressive; but the birds did not depnrt
before necessity compelled, observes
the London Times. Sometimes jjrlia
inte stalked In the thin shrubbery
heneo now and again the household
rut has emerged ; but more often your
garden birds have migrated n field

has just returned from a winter
spent in the East and is glad to
know we are getting along so
well here.

be-va-

possi-

LookWho'sHere!

bilities of their home. See down the
length of the garden wnll n footwlde
pnee hnd been absolutely cleared of
Scad leaves by blackbird and thrush,
who had tossed them to one side In
their search for wintering Insect life.
Look closer nnd you will see that pr.ob-ft:- g
bills have worked a little crevice
s:i the wry betuenj) ije earth nnd thi
xi!l. See. every square Inch of
frozen ground U dusty from
the Innumerable pecks of hungry little
'n iks.

Harrowed,

and

Large

plant,

Gtade

India's Famines.
famine In India are growing In
tmmlx-and In intensity. After a careful study of the problem, Sir William
J'igby says In his "Prosperous Iirltlsh
l.tdia" that there were in India two
fmilrics In the eleventh century, one
limine In the fhirlei-nth.three In tin;
fourteenth,
three In the sixteenth,
tlirre lu the seventeenth, four in the
!l)lecHli up to 171Ó. And under
J;ri'ls!i rule seven famines from 170:1
M P'oti.
Ail i;i the ninteenth century thirty-twfamines. In the first
tfiiurtcr of the nineteenth century

collars at 5c each
Mens Mats, good quality at
low prices, 1.50 2.00 and 2.50

-

here were five
deaths; in
deaths;
three famines, with
the third quarter, six famines, with
B.noo.000 dentils; and in the fourth
quarter, eighteen famines, with

special

Grocery

Priest in charge,

Methodist Episcopal ChurcH
ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11am and 7:30 p m.
3rd Sunday

Tomatoes,

2nd

11am and 7:30 p m
and 4th Sunday at M1II3
a m and 7:30 p nf
W. C. Heaton, Pastor
11

SERVICES

Roberts &01ver
(.'. I".

3d Sunday.

ni

i

&.

Complete Index to All Lands and
Mora County.

.

4th Sundays

At Matters entrusted to us dlsi'R'lied
Your Husineijü-lli-

Free Baths,
Steam Heated,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the
Main Business District

HE was a man
the open spaces of the great
Northwest
in close touch
with nature, large of heart
and broad in mind.

Land-Seeke- rs

Will find this the right place.

-

ened his primeval instincts
but had not hardened his finer
qualities of manhood.

a creature of the narrowest
social conventions who views
the world from an entirely
different angle.

CAR

Roy Garage j
I
I

I

and LIVERY
Cars Housed and Cared for

j

Three

At Reasonable Rates.

)

j
jlll

r

By DERTRAND VA SINCLAIR

I

interest and the vigor and
strength of its northern back-nYou' will thoroughly
pninv everv installment of this
new serial to be published1

l:

I

..

'

ROY,

ROY
'

-

Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. rn. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.

UIi Fromi'ir ess nnd Accurcry
Hfuliv s.nitr ted

t

-

.New Mex.

j

U

p.m.

Mrs.

O. W.

I. O. O. F.
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday
Evening
Visiting Brothers always wel-

Chas. A. Peaíie,
J. E. Wildman, Sec'y.

HARMONY LODGE No, 1
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O; F. Hall

Henry Moore came down
to visit C. C.

Miss

J, B. LUSK
Attorney at Law

Monday.

Prompt and. Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted

The Heiman "Bros, gave an ice
cream social Sunday in honor of
Miss

to me

Edith llughbanks,

ROY

FOR SALE

Then you will have a
PUBLIC

j.Ba53vss;:,

'v

I

more convenient.

'

SALE.

n.

The pspprts declare that if a lot
if potatoes Ijjiot uniform It Is often
sarth while fif sort them and Hise the
TO TRADE;-- Two spans of
large ones with ronst meats or ot
other times when the oven need not, big Brood Mares, broke to 'work
be specially heated and save the small and in foal for work mules In ones for times when qulcli cooking is
:-'

Installment!

OUT?

Tailor. Address inquiries to There's only
one REAL AucThe Spanish-Americationeer in the Country, Thats - -

Household 'Economic.

Watch for the Opening

NEW MEXICO

? SELLING

Interest in the ROY TAILORING Co. -- Part or All.
Must be a good

It

N. G.

Sec.y.

Visiting Sisters welcome

Edith Hughbank has been
down from Dawson visiting her
sister Mrs. Don. Bradley while
she is recovering from an operation at the Hospital. She return
Miss

ed home

Lillian Griner.

Mrs.Grace V. Ogdcn

Moore.

the new story to be published
in serial form in this paper, is
a graphic and realistic portrayal of the wild, primitive
life of the wilderness.' It is a
story of romance and adventure that is different from the
ordinary.

N. G.

Rebekah Degree

all-arou-

soon.

Hearn, Pastor.

LODGE DIRECTORY

Dawson

from

Three

(4

MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. SPM.

Mr. and Mrs. Ray Driskill came
hoitve from Dawson Sunday to
farm this summer.

ifty- -

BeJSare to Read

VIEW

First Sunday each Month at 3,

Mrs. Aspgren had a party
Saturday celebrating her babys
1st birthday.

d.

PlXimTTTTTTTTTTTIXXXi;

CHRISTIAN

in

ince May 9th.

North; of

pretty Hazel Weir in the

North of

,n Prowrtv

Albert Driskill and wife are
the proud parents of an Sib,, girl come.

One day he accidentally meets

her for his wife.

;

Rev. Matthews sermon was
not as well attended Sunday acct
whsopingcough in the neighborhood.

.

he intends to woo and win

7.30, P. M.

j

SHE was a girl
of the city

at Solans. New Nexico.

Al

P.M.

A.M.
3, P. M.
11

Rev, W. A. Dawn, Pastor.

Mrs. W.R. Bradley has received
a letter from her son in Francy
lie likes it there is playing alto
in a regimental band learning to
talk French and having a good
time. Their other son Tell is in
;
training camp in California.

of the open

U

SHE

A.M.'

First Sunday in each month.
Services 11. A. M.,

Bradley News

TTTgTTTTTTTIIIIXZirX

in the wilderness has sharp-

p

at Liberty,

PLEASANT

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

Their paths cross and the exercise of mutual influence begins with extremely interesting
results. Both are changed by
their, association and their
angles of vision altered.

;

7

BAPTIST

''
WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT

...

'vTi

11

At.-tract-

Charles Chapman, Proprietor.

Office

-

:

io--

Titles to Lands hi the Mora Grant are beinhtraightened out and we ar al:o prewired
to furnish Abstracts on thee Lands.

Under new Management

Tourists and

Bradley,
Mosquero,

Mora, New Mexico

,

JACK P. MILLS
U. S. Commissioner
.
Proofs and all
Filings,
treating visitors ta the results.
It is intended to make lard thus ,land matters.
Surveys and Plats.
without feeding the corn to hogs Also
Prompt Attention
first and looks all aight.

N

Tom. J. Tay!or,

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

sheim Co store the first af the
week making doughnuts and fry
ing other things in the oil and

Roaring
Bill"

Strong, County Treasurer,
t

at J. APPEL'S. El Dorado Hotel

The Roy Garage having
been taken over by C. B.
Stubblefield Co., it becomes
necessary io collect all outht
Those
standing accounts.
indebted to tiie Garage since slock.
Feb. 22d, please call at the
A lady demonstrating"Mazola"
Bank and make settlement.
new cooking oil said to be
a
F. S. BROWN.
made from corn was at the Flocr-

CIRCUIT

Solano,
Pastor,

Clavton New Mex.

To Climb s Fence.
Cue fiC the luodt n conveniences "for
fanners I;? a wooden stairway built on
both sides of 'i fence. Tills inexpensive provision does away with Injury
to fence nnd to careless fence climbIn no wise Interferes with the
ers.
pumos ot the fence un a barrier to

ON' SOLANO

11 A. M.'
Sunday at Mosquero,
Bradley, 7.00 P. MJ

1st

Phone 19,
Where a $ does its Dutv.

Prompt Attention
C.N. RO ARK

pkg.

The Penalized Civilian.
"Don't you think the modern fas'J-!o:- s
tor men are absurd?"
"Yes. There seems to be an Idea
Jiat anybody who doesn't wear soldier
Clothes deserves to look junny."

at Roy Christian

Church

Immediately.

V

Felix VacAon,

L. MATTHEW,

LAND PLATS of ad kinds
Abstracts of U. S. Land
MAPS.
Office Records,

l()c per can

deaths.

is first of all a love story, with
excellent characterization,
slrnnp situations, full of heart

Rev. Fr.

Do a Real Service by Acting

Baum Bro's.

Quaker Oats Satur
Monday,
at 10 and 25c
day and

0

Fifty-- .

Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

We will now accept orders for immediata delivery
subject to the price named by the State Fuel Administrator.

o

woods, abducts her, takes her
to his cabin and informs her

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy, N. M.
Church.

PROCRASTINATE.

P.&O.

visitors.

FARM MACHINERY

For all
Shccs Shose Shoes
the family at 20 percent disfamines, with 1,000,-o- count See them in our show
the seen:id quarter, windows.
In
fiOO.HOO

was íiñowil as the "bad man"
of the sparcely settled Cariboo
Meadows far away in the
gicat Northwest. Years of life

A cordlarwelcome extended to
a'.I

By buying your coal NOW you will. not only be doing
a patriotic service by assisting to overcome transportation difficulties but you will also ba rendering a service
to people who are not able to buy coal in quantities at
this time of year thus you will make it possible for
the dealer to lay in excess stocks sufficient to take care
of the requirements of people who cannot buy now.
In view of these conditions, we urge everyone who
can doso to arrange at once for your winter supply of
coal. This is a time when it is really dangerous .to

Avery Tractor

at 7 o'clock.

Ingr

,

'

4

FOR SALE
Amoskeff Ginghams known
At a Bargain! Terms to.
for quality, 20c per yard,
Suit Purchaser,
A Car Load of
A big lot of mens and boy

r

MiSS LILLIAN GlUNKR, Sec'y.
M.eetj at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M every Sundav evea- -

yoir consideration

You can now assure yourself of ample supply of coal
and save the annoyance of having to buj small amcunt3
next winter when fual will be hard to get.

(

i

Y 'y P. S C. E
'Mvsa'o. Defbees, President

1

3

Beans rased on this farm last
year, Health not good enough to
carry on the work, call or address
C. E. Anderson
Roy N. 1.1

M..

i

You will save enough in price reduction to overcome
the interest on the money invested.

now ready to
yield Corn and

,

at Christian Churcn.
lour
presence is necessary.
F, E. IVEYSupt

2

Only Business Necessity forces
FOR SALE:- - 1G0 acres in Kanus to make these reductions sas Valley bottom. Will sell to
highest bidder. Want quick reCalico at 13 cent3 per yard sults. Write,
Indigo Blues, Blacks and shirt
Vincent S. Bushkevitz.
ings
Lemot, 111.
Outincr Flannels, Best
at 20 cent per yard.

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL1
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M

1 By buying coal at once you can get the grade you
desire, also the amount necessary for your need3.

S--

e

e

o

We submit the following facta for

Improved Farm For Sale
J, R. Trimmer. Engineer,
Co.
Care Farmers Developement
Best Improved Farra, 1 mile
of Roy 320 acres good House
east
Mrs. Ethel Crull formerly of
Barn, Well, Windmill, 2 large
Solano sends in her check for the
good cistern, celler
to her stock Tanks,
continuation of the
House,
all fenced into
under
Redlands, Calif. She
address,
fields, 125 acres Plowed
several
sends recrards to friends here

with the government in the

they had exhausted the

t

Good wages.

This oaDcrhas enlisted

bird-tabl-

Blow-ou-

Church Directory

The Public Has Been
Warned!

Ford for Sale

Miss

.

$1.50

Snburiptioa

SPANISH-AMERICA-

..

,

;

quiré of
" 'Thos.' McGrath Mills N.M

;

Col. F.O.WHITE

Hls address is MILLS N. "
You can have SALE BILLS
printed and make dates at tho
n
Office. Roy.
New Mcxi..

.

-

Spanish-America-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior.
V. S.. Land Office at Clayton

Don't Buy It Implements

M. M.

May 6 1918
Notice is hereby given that
Calo G. Kidd of Roy New Mexico
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
"who,
on January, 21st 1914 made
Homestead Entry No. 017391 for
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
4 Section
Lots
20 N. R 27
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,
Section 1 Township
20 N,
Ranjje
2CK.
tí. M. P.
Apr. 24, 1918
II., has filed notice of intention to Notice is hereby given that William
make three year proof, to establish C. Boulware of Roy New Mexico who
clairq. to the land above described, be- Feb. 20 1915, made HE. No. 019382 for
fore F. H. Foster U.S. Commissioner NW1, Sec. 11
and UEl Sectiot,
at Roy, New Mexico, on July
10, Townsbip',21N Range 27E N.M.P,
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
Claimant names as witnesses:
make three year final proof to estabto
Hall
Orin Kirby
lish
claim to the land above described
C H Hand
Neis L Benson
before V H Foster, U S com, at Roy
Ail of Roy New Mexico,
N M on the 21st day of June 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
A A Hlmes
A B Slusher
Mary Bailey,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
HC Mitchell,
All of Roy New Mexico
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
PAZ VALVERDE,
Office Clayton New Mexico.
v Register
May
Red-Durhamilk-CoGood
is hereby given that
saleSee Ben Grunig.
Harry Bliss of Solano New Mexico
who on November 24 1914 made HE no
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
018'J03for the WJ NwJ &
Section 13 Twpl! N Range 27 E.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
filed notice of intention to make three
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
year proof, to establish claim to the
.
April 23, 1918.
land above described,
Not'ce 3 hereby given that Thomas
W. H. Willcox U.S. Commissioner af M. Brown,
of Mills, Mora County, N
Roy Now Mexico on Julv 6 of 1!18 M., who, on Sept 26, 1914. mide HomeClaimant names as witnesses:
stead entry No. 018545 for NJ. Sec. 30,
Marion Conner
John W Mackey
Twp. 21 Ñ., R. 25 E., N. M. P. MeriHenry E Dean
Ernest B Choate
dian, has filed notice of intention to
C 15
All of Solano New Mexico
make, final three yeir proof, to estabPAZ VALVERDE
described,
Register lish claim to the land above
before F. H. Foster, l:. S, Commissioner, at his offic) in Roy, N. M., on
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
on June 15, 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
A. A. Hurford, Arthur Hurford, Cro-ve- r
Oflice at Clayton, New Mexico
May
Till, Ed Chenev, all of Mills. N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Notice is hereby given that
Samuel E Kucler of Amistad New
negiste:
Mexico who on Septamber 17 19W'
made Desert land entry No 0163" foi
NOTICE FOIt PUBLICATION
SEi SW'i and SWi SEi'Scc. 1", NEJ Department of the Interior U. S. Land
'19
Twp
Section
NYYJ and NW'i NE1
Clayton, N. M., April 23, 1918.
19 N. Range 30 E. NM PM, has filed no
Notice is hereby given that Jame?
tice of intention to make
L. Smith, of Roy, Mora County, N. M ,
proof under 3rd paragraph D.L. Reüel who.'on Jan. 26, 1915, mnde Homestead
Act
entry No. 01"267, for EJ Sec. 29, Twp,
to establish claim to the land 19 N.'R. 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, haf
U. S. Commissioner, at his office ir
filed notice of intention to malea final
above described, before
three year preof to establish claim to
V.H.WillcPX U S Commissioner el
land above describid, before l H.
the
on July 31918
Roj
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his of
Claimant names as witnesses:
fice in Roy, N. M., on June 19, 1918,
Cabi-k-S Vigil , Knssbio Montano
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose T Garcia
Jame R O a ley
T. E. San:,b:iry, J. II. Sansbury, A
All of Albeit New .Mexico
J: liurksi n. C. F. V'nght,a!l .of Roy
r
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FARM MACHINERY
on the Mesa

loan.

J. E. Wildman, Loan and Insurance Agency. Office at resi-

f OR

l&2-ro-

PUBLICATION.

Sled Cultivators. Drag

and Disc Harrows, "Black Hawk"
Planters, "Kentucky" Grain Drills,
"Advance" Mowers & Rakes,
1 horse Cultivators,
and moldbbard Plows,
5-h- oe

Sod-breaki-

--

April 20, 19.8.

Roy, Mora county, N. M., who on De1, 1914 made II. E. No. 018939
NE'j, and SB '4 Sec. 29, Twp
20N. Rng 28E, N. M. P. M ha filed
notice of intention to make Final Three
Year, Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. II.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his office in Roy, N. M., on the 3rd day of

pre-

sent at the hour named have oeased
Lidding, The person making the high
est bid will be required to immediately
,pay-tthe Receiver the amount there- -

June,

1918.

Any persons claiming adversely the
Claimant ames as witnesses: Henland aro advised to
,
filé their claims or objections, on or ry Reed, A. i'. Iioskins, W. F.
F. N. Coldiron, all of Roy, N. M.
designated for sale.
before the time
PAZ VALVERDE, Renter.
Register
above-describe- d

Cold-iron-

t

Office and Exchange,
Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-
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"I.as pntatiis son los guar-(!i;ide casa." Una cestada de patatas en la ventana de tienda con also
de estad expresiones cu un crtel de
ventana tendrán buen efecto en generalizar la observancia del reglamento relativo al consumo de patatas.
iriso.
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LOS MAESTROS DE ESCUELA
SE LES PIDE ASISTENCIA.
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viví

JKar,.
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I
Todos los maestres en las chuelas
públicas han recibido una petición
para' asistir en Informar al público,
iVor medio de sus discípulos, sobre la
Necesidad de comer patatas para
economizar d trigo. A los niños so
lbs darán tenias á desarrollar sobre
el sujíto y á solver problemas en que
las' operaciones
serán cuentas de
patatas, y los maestros les dirán cómo
Se Jebr ríaii' comer las patatas, porque
es grande la cosecha; no se deben
echar á perder;, no se pueden expedir
para los sohladóa' y se debe enviar el
trigo.
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FLOERSHEIM MERCANTILE COMPANY

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store

ROY, N. M.

Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Line3
and intermediate points.
ServiceExchange,Eíliciént
Hoy City
Solano,

Rural-Ooiiirnu-m- ty

ixm-necte- d.

-

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

En Nuevo Mexico se encuencosecha de
patatas del alio próximo pasado.
Es necesario que se coman esas
patatas dentro de unas semanas
para que no se echen a perder.
Kl administrador de alimentos
pide a todos los habitantes
de Nuevo Mexico qompren
y coman
una mayor cantidad do patatas y menos harina de trigo. Comer patatas es
una de las maneras de economizar el trigo aumentando asi su
aprovisionamiento. Las patatas
son muy nutritivas y buenas; so
pueden cocer da varias maneras; y cada vez que come Vd. una
patata está ayudando en la tarea de ganar la guerra.

tra todavía una gran

J

Ture Drugs, Chemicalsancl

'PHONE at Springer.

E

OEJAN DE COMER TRIGO

N.-M-

Roy Telephone Co..
Gilstrap Bro's, Prop
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Thi salii wiil not be kept open, but for B
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Roy Trading Co.
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Treinta y dos Jardines se están plantando y atendiendo por loa muchachos
y las muchachas de Mesilla, N. M., a
resultas de la obra de la Señorita May
Forwood, principal de escuela, y de su
hermana como Jefes do la comunidad.
Los muchachos y las muchachas han
preparado 3,500 cajas ile frultas y
El Club de Costura de LA PATATA ES EL PRODUCTO QUE !
"The Store That Buys Your Produce"
Muchachas se gano la insignia de esMAS VALE COMO SUBSTITUTO
tado y ha hecho un trabajo espléndido
!
AL TRIGO.
en obras de cocina. Cada muchacho
BUY A WAR SAVING STAMP TO-DAy muchacha en Mesilla ha estado haSe halla todavía una de las mayores
ciendo algún trabajo de clubo.
necesidades la economía del trigo, de;
su harina y sus producios. A pesar de
la eran economía que ya se ha realiza- NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
TAIBAN PATRIOTICO.
NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION
do do manera muy 'patriótica por el
pueblo de los Estados Unidos siempre!
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Department of the Interior, U. S Land
En un mitin en la Iglesia presbiterOffice at Clayton, New Mexico,
wficu ut Cavton New Mcxjco
iana en Talbán el pueblo de esa lo- está, creciendo la demanda por más trigo para nuestros soldados y los do
J
April 9, WW
calidad ft la unanimidad votó para obMay
nuestros
aliados. No teucmo3 trigo en
servar la ordenanza relativa al trigo
Notice is hereby given that
Notice in hereby given that Karl
cantidad suficiente para ellos y nosoy
todos
imreglamentos
cuantos
pueda
M.,
who
N.
He
Robert J.
Dtubala of Roy, Mora Co.,
rron of Roy New MexL-tros; mas la cosecha de patatas fuá
on August 19, 1914, made Homestead
who on May 2(ith 1915, made H 10 no poner el administrador de alimentos.
tremenda el año próximo pasado, y el
ntry No. 018233, for SEU; Sec. 23, 020179 for
Section 15 Township
gobierno está pidiendo á los comerRng
Twp
26
21N,
26,
.,,
Sec.
SU NE14
N IUn,, 2g g
EXHIBICIONES DI PATATAS EN
hagan sus precios tan bajos
ciantes
Ñ.
.
P. Meridian, has filed notice
E,
M. P. M., has filed notice of inten-5- f
como ruedan, que expongan patatas
LAS VEN! ANAS.
intention to make Final Three Year Uon to make thre( year
f tQ fis
en sus vontana3 de tienda, quq aconProof, to estabhah claim to the land ta))lish daim to the land al)ovc de,
sejan al pueblo á comprar y comer paA
los
todos
en
Nuevo
comerciantes
ibove described, before F. II. Foster, scril)ec)
b.,fore F n Vo&tr v g
Mexico se les estftn urgiendo fi exhibir tatas. En varla3 clududes do Nuevo
U. S. Commissioner,
at his oflice in Comm-Siüne0li
at Roy Ne,. Moxico
patatas en pus ventanas, con el fin de Mexico están abriendo "exposiciones
.vu,v t iii
vi u iut
vi vvti4ij July 5 1918
vil
estimular al pueblo 4 Q'io coma más de patatas," en las cuales se pueden
1913.
... .....,
Claimant names as witnesses:
canjear varias formulas de cocina para
Is. (... Ciurdon
....
........ ... ei. resio
lomas Manzanars
Claimant names as witnesses: - S.
... .
cocer e) tubérculo de manera mas concomo laminen en
an
.ue.ico
?. Davis, Harry H. Mayberry, J. M.
ihomaablankcnship
LJ H Roy, ,,,, ,0. E.tn.,.. rni,ins. rRnnn(inn.in veniente y donde so pueden ver varias.
Johnson and L. A. Brown, all of Roy,
Al! of Hoy New Mexico
á
tnaijsann.
T;'l
rr
PAZ VALVERDE,
cv Mexico.
.
'Cuuitfrcil hu'ijj Valatas, Coman ma3
'l nía ce pJitaMá cote .".ño
PAZ
tu
VALVERDE,
register,
?etrh.ter.
'
iue en anos sadas. Kl grito w com- - patatas, planten mas patatas-- es el
combate.
de
'rilo
p.'.tri't'-p"Son
hat? c":
las ntatai
AyuiKi.Us cu
áaaf la gula."

'

Notice is hereby given that Amadeo
L iiimrii, or u tijfou Moumi, N. M., who,
on Sept. , 1914, and Oct. 10, 1916, made
homestead and additonnl homestead entries Nos. ,02 1751 and 025(121, for SiCi- SeLV25, Twp. 20, N, it. 23 10. and
J
Lot 4, Sec, .10, Lots 1 and 2, Sec. 31,
and WJSE, SWJNEJ, SEJNWJ, Sec.
Z), Twp. 20, N., K. 23 E. N. M. Meri
dian, has filed notice of intention to
make Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to i lie land above described, be
fore Stanley h. Foutz, U, S. Commissioner, Wagon Mound, N. M., on June

AUMENTE.

EL PATRIOTA J. APODACA ENTRE-G800 LIBRAS DE HARINA DE
TRIGO PARA AYUDAR EN LA
TAREA DE DAR DE COMER A
LOS CAMARADAS EN LAS TRINA UN BANQUERO DE
CHERAS.
CLAYTON SE LE OBLIGA A DEEN VARIAS
VOLVER HARINA.
POBLACIONES DE NUEVO MEXICO SE VAN ABRIR LAS COCINAS
DE DEMON3TRACION HOOVER.

ng

;

M P M

to-

somos

5,000

"Our Prices are Right"

aíj.-,- 3

7

Mexico

parte de nuestro gobierno: que
tenemos que recordarnos á todo
momento que la gran tarea de
ganar la guerra requiere la
de cada hombre,' cada
mujer y niño; y que una de las
cosas mas importantes para
cualquiera de nosotros es ayudar en alimentar & nuestros soldados y sus aliados quienes están luchando para América.

Lister-Cultivato- rs,

w

Nuevo

9

ISOLATED TRACT
Claimant names as witnesses:
Public Land Sale
Marciliano Uliltarrl, of Wafion Mound
N. M. Ignacio Vahlez, of Wflgon Mound
Department of the Interior
a. ftl., Julian Gallegos, of Wngon
U S Land Oflice at Clayton N M
iound, Mound, N. M., rJzerjuiel Ualle
1918
1913
3
29,
5,
Apr.
"C"
gos of Wngon Mound, N. M.
Notice is hereby given that as direct
Francisco Delgado,
ed by the commissioner of the General
Register.
Land Office, under provisions of Sec,
: 2455,
RS pursuant to 'the application
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
of Hiram 1). Upton of Solano. N. M.
Serial No, 024359 Wo will offer at pnb-liDepartment of the Interior
sale, to the highest bidder, but at U..S. Land Office at Claytoli, N. M.,
not less than $1, "5 per acre at 10 o'clock
April 9, 1918
A M on the 11 th day of June 1918, next,
iá
hereby given that Linda
Notice
tt this office, the following tract of MetTert,
formerly
Linda Gambrel, of
land"; NEJ-NS 26 T 18 N U 26 E N

will be declared closed when those

Esto significa qoe nosotroa
dos en

Sfc--

dence north end Chicosa St,
Rov. N. M.
KOriCZ

í

Single and Dou
4 & 6 Shovel and

Listers,

ble Disc Plows,
Disc Cultivators

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
patent or warranty deed and Department of the Interior, I'. S Lane
Office at Santa Fe, Nw Mexico,
your mortgage' need not bear but

percent interest. Come in and
let us talk to you about your

será absolutamente necesario
que cada uno de nosotros; cada
hombre, cada mujur y niño se
Imponga el deber de siempre
tenerse presente esta gran cues-tlo"Contribuye esto ó eo
ganar la guerra?"
Herbert Hoover.

JHOHKE

PARA ECONOMIZAR EL TRIGO ES
NECESARIO QUE SE COMA UNA
GRAN COSCHA DE PATATAS

Este gobierno no es nada más
que la expresión del pueblo, y
si tenemos quo ganar la guerra,

Lmeof

I can loan you money on you
final receipt as easy as on your

6

LOS

We carry the best Representative

Power-li- ft

PATATAS

EL TRIGO,

Until you Have Seen Oar Stock

0--

O.a

JOMA USTED

PatentMedicnes

DE

Las tuujero3 en Nuevo Mexico pueden uslstir en la campaña de lag patatas nhrjpiido , clebiamlo'en forma
ci;iiívnioti3 Pxiicsiclones de jiatatr.s.
So puede ensoñar' la numera de cocer
el tubérculo en varias formas; en pueden preparar todas clases do muestras yoOctuar c:;njes rio formulas
para hacer esas var'.as formas de manjares. Los partidos Hoover y los
demonstradores de economía doméstica tienen muchas formulas nuevas.
LOS VIAJANTES

AYUDARAN.

Los viajantes en Nuevo Mexico
ahora están trnhajando para la
de alimentos como miembros de la División de Investigación,
siendo su deber de informar á Iris autoridades de cualquier violación de los
reglamentos que puedan ellos descubrir.
MATEN LOS PERROS

INUTILES.

Los. perros comen cantidades grandes de alimentos; por consiguiente
eses animales que no son de 'ul tildad
alguna no deberían vivir; es menesler
matarlos para conservarlos nliuien-jos' SI su perro
do Vd. no tiene valor
ni utilidad alguna mátelo.
En todas
las .aldeas se hallan perros sin íaaes-!ro- ;
esos animales se deben rodear y

PROMETEN
PERSONAS
USAR MAS TCtlGO.

NO

-.-- "T

üo Nuevo
Mas de ü,u..M.' ijersoiiaa
Mexico han escrito al "administrador
de alimentos en Albuquerque diclén-dol- e
que ellos se lian decidido á no
comer más productos de harina de trigo hanla la cosecha próxima.
L03 pobres y los ricos al mismo grado han
promeUdo vivir sin triso para que hjs
soldados de América y de sus aliados
puedan recibir todo cuanto podamos
disponer del grano. Todos se dedican & la harina do maíz, do avena, a
la harina do arroz, de patatas, do cebada y demás substitutos que son tan
'
,
buenos.
UN JOVEN ABANDONA EL TRIGO.

J. Apodaca, un jóveu agricultor
con numerosa familia,
que mantener, voluntariamente Informó al administrador do alimentos en
Albuquerque que quería entregar 80U
libras de harina procedente de trigo
que habla cultivado y molido él mismo.
Apodaea dijo que quería que sú harina'
toda fuese destinada para el pan do
los muchachos niejjcanoa luchando en
Francia ó qt dejHro 2 í
esiáTJi,
allí' 101 ádmliilsirador do alimento.
tomó las medidas necesarias para Voti'
dej su harina, dejándole la transacciótt
uña cantidad suficiente para, las ne-'
fealdades de su familia, en conformidad con el regiamionto concediendo á
cada persona libra y'media de harina;
d, trigo por semana.
Kl patriótico;
ejemplo del Señor Apodara so
miciida á otros que puedan tener pro--!
'
visiones grandes de harina.
A UN BANQUÉSO

SE LE OBLIGA A
DEVOLVER HARINA.

H. J. llammoiíd, un rico banquero do
Clayton, fué encontrado por ol administrador do alimentos con una cantidad
de 230 libras de harina de trigo
;
posesión. El 'banquero tuvo que gas-- ;
tar unos $100 para ir á Albuquerque'
y explicar á las autoridades la pres-- '
cncia en casa suya de tanta harina.'
Hammond declaró no saber que estuviese en su casa ta! cantidad tía
harina y su esposa confesó no
sabor los reglamentos limitando at.
plazo de Ü0 días el .aprovisionamiento
á razón de libra y inedia por persona
por semana. Hammond tuvo que entregar el oxeedente de harina y desdo
hoy observará, él los reglamentos do
en-su-

manera irreprochable.

.

Perodicals and; Stationery

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles

'

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
R0T,

UNA EXHIBICION
PATATAS.

.

N.jMex.

natar.

Los

gatos

sin dueños

qus

rlven'de rapiña cogiendo los pajaritos
ine se comen los insectos destrun-'oredo productos
grícolas también
i
deben exterminar.. Los gatos y peros inútiles cuestan á la nación millones de pesos.

s

COCINAS DE DEMONSTRACION.
Se han abierto en Albuquerque,
Dawson, Ratón y otras poblaciones-debie- ndo

muchas otras

establecerse-coci- nas

de riemonstraclón, cuyo objeto
es, bajo la dirección
do mujeres
périlas en el arte de ln cocina, enseñar cómo se deben cocer los substitutos, para la harina de trigo, tales
como patatas y demás productos.
u
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"No you didn't say too ranch," was
reply. And then : "Billy,
the
I few months Ago I was Jerked out of
my place In Ufe and net dowu In another place where practically everything I had learned as a boy and man
I don't know
had to be forgotten.
that Tm making It understandable to
you,
"Tes, you are," broke In the man at
the wheel. 'Tve had to turn two or
three little double somersaults myself
In the years that are gone."
"They used to call me Monty-Boy- ,'
back there In Lawrencevllle, and I fitted the name," Smith went on. "I've
had to do the best I could out
East
I found that I bad a body that
d
hardship, and a
could stand
kind of savage nerve that could give
low-tone- d

but"

man-size-

From the quarry cutting the view
struck out by the camp mastheads was
unobstructed. The dam and the uncompleted power bouse, still figuring
to the eye as skeleton masses of form
timbering, lay Just below them, and
on the hither side the flooding torrent thundered through the spillway
gates, which bad been opened to their
fullest capacity. Between the quarry
ran the
and the northern dam-hea- d
smooth concreted channel of the main
ditch canal, with the water In the reservoir lake still lapping several feet
below the level of Its entrance to give
assurance that until the spillways
should be closed, the charter-savin- g
stream would never pour through the
canal.
On the opposite side of the river
and the camp street
the dam-heawere deserted, but there were lights
In the commissary, In the office shack,
and in Blue Pete SImnis' canteen doggery. From the latter quarter sounds
of revelry rose above the spillway
tbunderlngs, and now and again a
drunken figure lurched through the
open door to make Its way uncertainly toward the rank of bunk houses.
Harding was staring Into the farther
nimbus of the electric rays, trying to
pick up some sign of the other half of
his posse, when Smith made a sug
d

gestion.

They

Used to Call Me

Monty-Boy.- "

and take punishment, and a soul that
could drive both body and nerve to the
limit Also, I've found out what It
means to love a woman."
Starbuck checked the car's speed a
little more to keep it well In the reu
of the ambling cavalcade.
"That's your one best bet, John,"
be said soberly.
"It is. Tve cleaned out another room
since you called me down back yonder
la the Little Creek road, Starbuck. I
can't trust my own leadings any more ;
they are altogether too primitive and
brutal ; so Tm going to take hers. She'd
send me into this fight that is Just
ahead of us, and all the other fights
that are coming, with a heart big
enough to take in the whole world,
She said I'd understand, some day;
that rd know that the only great man
Is one who is too big to be little; who
can fight without hating; who can die
to make good, if that is the only way

that

offers."

"That's Corry Baldwin, every day
In the week, John. They don't make
's
em any finer than she Is," was
comment And then: 'Tm beginning to kick myself for not letting
you go and have one more rouna-uwith her. She's doing you good, right
along."
"You didn't stop me," Smith af
firmed ; "you merely gave me a chance
to stop myself. It's all over now, Billy,
and my little race Is about run. But
whatever happens to me, either this
tilght or beyond it I. shall be a free
man. Tou can't put handcuffs on a
oul and send It to prison, you know.
That Is what Corona was trying to
make me understand ; and I couldn't
or wouldn't"
Over a low hill Just ahead the
lights at the dam were staffing themselves against the sky, and
the group of horsemen halted at the
bead of the railroad trestle which
marked the location of the north side
unloading station. Harding had sent
two of his men forward and they reported that there were no guards on
the north bank, and that the stagings,
face of the dam,
on the down-streaThereupon
were also unguarded.
Half
Harding made his dispositions.
of the posse was to go up the northern
bank, dismounted, and rush the camp
by way of the stagings. The remaining half, also on foot was to cross
at once on the railroad trestle, and to
make its approach by way of the
wagon road skirting the mesa foot
signal, the two deAt an agreed-upo-n
tachments were to close in upon the
company buildings in the construction
camp, trusting to the surprise and the
ittack from opposite directions to overcome any disparity In numbers.
At 8mith's urglngs, Starbuck went
with the party which crossed by way
f the railroad trestle, Smith himself
iccompanytng the sheriff's detachment
With the horses left behind under
guard at the trestle head, the
ipproach was made by both parties
ilmultaneously, though in the darkless, and with the breadth of the river
intervening,
neither could see the
movements of the other. Smith kept
tls place beside Harding, and to the
sheriffs query he answered that be
was unarmed.
nerve," was 'all the
"You've got
comment Harding made, and at that
they topped the slight elevation and
came amona the stone debris la th$
quarries,
torln-fStar-buck-

p

ed

up-riv- er

t

"Both of your parties will have the
workmen's bunk houses In range, Mr.
Harding, and we mustn't forget that
Colonel Baldwin and Williams are
prisoners in the timekeeper's shack.
If the guns have to be used"
"There won't be any wild shooting,
of the kind you're thinking of," returned the sheriff grimly. "There
ain't a single man In this posse that
can't bit what he alms at nine times
out o' ten. But here's hopin' we can
gather 'em In without the guns. If
they ain't lookln for
The interruption was the whining
song of a Jacketed bullet passing over- bead, followed by the crack of a rifle.
"Down, boys I" said the sheriff softly,
setting the example by sliding into the
ready-mad- e
trench afforded by the dry
ditch of the outlet canal; and as he
said it a sharp fusillade broke out
with fire spurtlngs from the commissary building and others from the
mesa beyond to show that the surprise
was balked In both directions.
"They must have had scouts out'
was Smith's word to the sheriff, who
was cautiously reconnoitering the new
ly developed situation from the shel
ter of the canal trench. "They are
evidently ready for us, and that knocks
your plan in the bead. Your men
can't cross. these stagings under fire."
'Vour 'wops' are all right anyway,"
said Harding. "They're pouring out of
the bunk houses and that saloon over
there and taking to the hills like a
flock o' scared chickens."
Then to
his men: "Scatter out, boys, and get
the range on that commissary shed,
That's where most of the rustlers are

us''

cached."
Two days earlier, two hours earlier,
perhaps, Smith would have begged a
weapon and flung himself into the
fray with blood lust blinding him to
everything save the battle demands of
the moment. But now the final milestone in the long road of his metamorphosis bad been passed and the darksome valley of elemental passions was
left behind.
"Hold up a minute, for God's sake 1"
he pleaded hastily. "We've got to give
them a show, Harding
The chances
are that every man in that commissary believes that M'Graw has the law
on his side and we are not sure that
he hasn't Anyway, they don't know
that they are trying to stand off a
sheriffs posse I"

before anvbody could stop him he was
down upon the stagings, swinging himself from bent to bent through a storm
of bullets coming, not from the com
missary, but from the saloon shack
on the opposite bank a whistling
shower of lead that made every man
la the sheriff's party duck to cover.
How the volunteer process-serve- r
over lived to get across the bridge of
death no man might know. Thrice In
dush he was hit; yet
the
there was Ufe enough left to carry him
stumbling across the last of the staging bents ; to send him reeling up the
runway at the end and across the
working yard to the door of the com
missary, waving the folded papers like
an Inadequate flag of truce as he fell
on the doorstep.
After that all things were curiously
hazy and undefined for him. There
was the tumult of a fierce battle be
ing waged over him ; a deafening rifle
fire and the spat-spof bullets puncturing the sheet-Iro- n
walls of the commissary. In the midst of it he lost
his hold upon the realities, and when
he got It again the warlike clamor was
stilled and Starbuck was kneeling beside blm, trying, apparently, to deprive
him of his clothes with the reckless
slashings of a knife.
Protesting feebly and trying to rise,
be saw the working yard filled with
armed men and the returning throng
of laborers; saw Colonel Baldwin and
Williams talking excitedly to the sheriff ; then he caught the eye of the engineer and beckoned eagerly with his
one available hand.
"Hold still, until I can find out how
dead you are 1" gritted the rough-and- ready surgeon who was plying the
clothes-rippin- g
knife. But when Williams came and bent down to listen,
Smith found a voice, shrill and strident
and so little like bis own that he
scarcely recognized It
"Call 'em out call the men out and
start the gate machinery I" he panted
in the queer, whistling voice which
was, and was not bis own. "Possess
possession is nine points of the law
that's what Judge Warner said : the
spillways, Bartley shut 'em quick 1"
"The men are on the Job and the
machinery is starting right now," said
Williams gently. "Don't you hear iti"
And then to Starbuck : "For Heaven's
sake, do something for him, Billy
anything to keep him with us until a
doctor can get here I"
Smith felt himself smiling foolishly.
"I don't need any doctor, Bartley;
what I need is a new ego: then I'd
stand some sha some chance of find'
ing " he looked up appeallngly at
Starbuck "what is it that I'd stand
some chance of finding, Billy? I I
can't seem to remember."
Williams turned his face away and
Starbuck tightened his benumbing grip
upon the severed artery in the bared
arm from which he had cut the sleeve.
Smith seemed to be going off again,
but he suddenly opened his eyes and
pointed frantically with a finger of the
one serviceable hand.
"Catch him I
Catch him I" he shrilled. He's going
to
the dam I"
Clinging to consciousness with a
grip that not even the blood loss
could break,, Smith saw Williams
spring to his feet and give the alarm ;
saw three or four of the sheriff's men
drop their weapons and hurl themselves upon another man who was trying to make his way unnoticed to the
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sardonic.

that we'd ought to go over
yonder and read the riot act' to 'em
"You mean

first? That might do back in the
country where yon came from. But
the man that can get Into that camp
over there with the serving papers
now'd have to be armor-plateI
reckon."
"Just the same, we've got to give
them their chancel" Smith Insisted
doggedly.
"We can't stand for any
unnecessary bloodshed I won't stand
'
for lti"
Harding shrugged his heavy shoulders. "One round into that sheet-irocommissary Bhackll bring 'em to time
and nothing else will. I hain't got
any men to throw away on the dew
dabs and furbelows."
Smith sprang up and held out his
hand.
"You have at least one man that
you can spare, Mr. Harding," he
snapped. "Give me those papers. Fll
go over and serve them."
At this the big sheriff promptly lost
his temper.
"Yon blamed fooll" he burst ont
before you could
"You'd be
get ten feet away from this ditch I"
"Never mind: give me those papers,
rm not going to stand by quietly and
see a lot of men shot down on the
chance of a misunderstanding t"
"Take 'em, then!" rasped Harding,
meaning nothing more than the calling of a foolish theorist's bluff.
Smith caught at the warrants, and
n
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.CHAPTER XXVII.

half-minu-

1

Harding's

clothes men and a Brewster police
captain In uniform. Smith looked up
and understood.
"They're Just a little too late,
Billy, don't you think?" he quavered
weakly.' "I guess I guess I've fooled
them, after all." And therewith he
closed his eyes wearily upon all his
troubles and trlumphlngs.

"Catch Him!

Catch Hlml"

Stagings with a box of dynamite on
his shoulder. Then he felt the foolish
smile coming again when he looked up
at Starbuck.
"Tell the little girWeU her you
know what to tell her, Billy; about
what I tried to do. Harding said I'd
get killed, but I remembered what she
said, and I didn't care. Tell her I
said that that one minute was worth
living for worth all It cost"
The raucous blast of a freak auto
horn ripped Into the growling murmur
d
of the gate machinery, and a
car pulled up In front of the
commissary.
Out of It sprang first
the doctor with his instrument bag,
and, dosel following him, two plain
dust-covere-

In Sunrise Gulch.
Starbuck drew tho surgeon
aside after the first aid had been rendered, and Smith, still unconscious,
had been carried from the makeshift
operating table In the commissary to
Williams' cot In the office shack.
"now about it, Doc?" asked tht
mine owner bluntly.
The surgeon shook his head doubtfully.
"I can't say. He'll be rather lucky
If he doesn't make It, won't he?"
Starbuck remembered that the doc
tor had come out in the auto with the
police captain and the two plainclothes men.
"Hackerman has been talking?" he
queried.
The surgeon nodded, "ne told m
on the way out If I were in Smith'
place, Td rather pass out with a bul
let lit my lung. Wouldn't you?"
Starbuck was frowning sourly
"Suppose you make It a case of su
pended Judgment, Doc," he suggested
"The few of us here who know anything about it are giving John th
benefit of the doubt. They'll have tí
show me, and half a dozen of us, be
fore they can send him over the road
"He knew they were after hlra?"
William

"Sure thing; and he had all th
chance he needed to make his get
away.
He was shot while he wai
trying to get between and stop th
war and keep others from gettlnt
killed."
"It's a pity," said the surgeon, glano
ing across at the police captain t
whom Colonel Baldwin was appealing
"They'll put him in the hospital eel
at the Jail, and that will cost hln
whatever slender chance he might oth
erwlse have to pull through."
Starbuck looked up quickly. "Tel:
'em he can't be moved, Doc Dan," h
urged suddenly. And then: "You'n
Dick Maxwell's family physician, ani
Surelj
Colonel Dexter's, and mine.
you can do that much for us?"
"I can, and I will," said the surgeot
promptly.

It Is

Much

Better to Produce Hay and' Clover Then Weeds Along Road.

side.

(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
If It Is not practicable for the farmer to dispose of his weeds when they
nre siiihII he should make every effort
to prevent them from going to seed.
If weeds are attacketl when the most
advanced have Just reached the
stage, they ran be prevented
from seeding. At this stage, too, the
roots are at their weakest, especially
those of the annuals and biennials,
No
which nre largely exhausted.
time Hlmuld be lost, however", In disposing of weeds when the
stnge has been reached, as seeds
Some weeds,
will shortly be formed.
such as pigweed, produce blossoms
that are very Inconspicuous, so that
unless closely watched they will go
to seed before one is aware of
Tillage to Control Weeds.
While tillage In its relation to
weeds usually Is practiced for the
benefit of the Immediate crop, It also
may serve the purpose of preventing
hosts of weeds from maturing seeds.
Thorough tillage' serves the additional
purpose of encouraging the rapid
gerralnntlnn of weed seeds In the soil
while killing the weed seedlings when
young. In no way Is the old adage
"A stitch In time saves nine" better
Illustrated than in killing weeds by
tillage soon after they have germinated rather than delaying the work until they have attained some ülze.
The thorough preparation of the
seedbed for every crop Is an Important part in the control of weeds.
After plowing, nearly all farmers use
a disk or a spring-tootor spike-toot- h
harrow to reduce the soli to a
good seedbed condition.
Each of
these harrowlngs destroys hosts of
young weed seedlings.
As It Is only
the weed seeds within a few Inches
of the surface óf the soil that germinate and as the harrowlngs encourage the rapid germination of the weed
seeds, thoroughly harrowing at this period may be relied upon to kill a large
portion of the weeds that will appear
during the season. In fact, It sometimes happens that the seedbed has
been so well prepared that after planting a cultivated crop, such as corn,
cotton, or potatoes, but little cultivation is required.,
Kill Weeds by Dragging.
After planting the cultivated crop
the same object, that of attacking the
weeds when young, should be kept in
mind. To this end a drag harrow or
,a spike-tootharrow Is frequently
used, both before and after the crop
comes up. More weeds will be killed
Dy one dragging at tnis time tnan Dy
several cultivations when the plants
have become larger. The weeder is
also a valuable, implement for use at
this stage. Jiy removing some of the
teeth of this tool It can be used in
corn until the crop Is nearly waist
high. Indeed, some excellent crops of
corn have been grown by the use of
the weeder only. Some soils are too
stony or otherwise not suited to the
use of this implement, but where it
can be used the weeder Is one of the
most valuable tools on the farm. The
flrag harrow and weeder may also be
used to advantage with potatoes, cotton, and other cultivated crops. After
the crops have become so large that
these Implements can no longer be
used, the tillage is performed with
m

it
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Three days after the wholesale ar
rest at the dam, Brewster gossip had
fairly outworn itself telling and re
telling the story of how the High Llni
charter had been saved ; of how Cra-ford Stanton's bold ruse of hiring ar
to Impersonate a federal-court
officer had fallen througl
leaving Stanton and his confederates
ruthlessly abandoned by the un
named principals, languishing balllesi
in Jail ; of how Smith, the hero of all
these occasions, was still lying at th
point of death in the office shack al
the construction camp, and David Kin-zleonce more in keen pursuit of th
loaves and fishes, was combing thi
market for odd shares of the stock
which was now climbing swiftly out
of reach. But at this climax of ex
haustlon or satiety came a distinct
ly new set of thrills, more titillating
if possible, than all the- others com
,

blned.

It was on the morning of the thlrc"
day that the Herald announced th
return of Mr. Joslah Rlchlander frorr
the Topaz; and in the marriage no
tices of the same Issue the breakfast
table readers of the newspapers
learned that the multimillionaire'!
daughter had been privately majrriec
the previous evening to Mr. Tuckei
Jlbbey. Two mining speculators wer
chuckling over the news In the Hophrg
House grill when a third man cam
in to Join them.
"What's the Joke?" queried the newcomer; and when he was shown th
marriage item, he nodded gravely
"That's all right; but the Herald mar
didn't get the full flavor of it It wai
a sort of runaway match, It seems
the fond parent wasn't Invited or con
suited."
"I don't see that the fond parent hai
any kick coming," said the one whe
had sold Jlbbey a promising prospeci
hole on Topaz mountain two days ear
Her. "The young fellow's got all klndf
of. money."
"I know," the land broker put In
"But they're whispering it around thai
Mr. Rlchlander had other plans foi
his daughter. They also say that Jlbbey wouldn't stay to face the music;
that he left on the midnight train lasl
night a few hours after the wedding,
so as not to be among those present
when the old man should blow In."
"What?" In a chorus of two "left
his wife?"
That's what they say. But that'i
only one of the new and startling
things that Isn't In the morning papers.
Have you heard about Smith? or
haven't you been up long enough yet?"
"I heard yesterday that he was beginning to mend," ' replied the break
faster on the left
(TO BB CONTINUED
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cultivators.

Cultivators that destroy

weeds most effectively should be used.
The best tools for this purpose vary
with the kind of crop and the type and
condition of the soil, so that it is
difficult to lay down exact rules as to
:he choice of cultivators. Intercultural
tillage Is especially effective' in controlling weeds If the crop has been
planted In checkrows so as to permit
the implement to work in two directions.
If the work of preparation and
has ' been thorough, few
weeds will come up and go to seed
after cultivation stops. This Is especially true where a winter cover
crop, such" as wheat, crimson clover,
or vetch follows the cultivated crop.
Cultivated crops, therefore, offer

abundant opportunity to rid a farm
of weeds. If properly handled, they
are rightly termed "cleaning crops."
On the other hand, where these crops
are not well cultivated, weeds are actually stimulated to vigorous growth

and prolific seeding. Such crops are
consequently a boon or a menace, depending upon how they are handled.
Besides the usual cultivated crops,
smnll-gralcrops can also sometimes
be cultivated to advantage In the
harrow or
spring with a spike-toot- h
weeder.
This does not permanently
injure the young crop, and it kills
hosts jof small weed seedlings which
would otherwise make trouble. Farmers In the upper Columbia river basin
are able to control wild mustard by
wheat
repeatedly harrowing
in the spring; without this harrowing
the mustard would be very troublen

full-sow- n

some.
crop is harAfter the small-graivested it is often good practice in the
Northern states to harrow or disk the
stubble to encourage the germination
of the weed seeds that are at or near
the soli surface. The seedlings are
killed by the full plowing or by cold
weather. - Some weeds, such as ragweed and foxtail, start to mature seeds
soon after harvest, so that care must
be taken to turn the plants under before the seeds approach maturity.
Plowing without the preliminary disking would turn under millions of weed
seeds to make trouble In future years.
Mowing to Prevent Seeding.
Mowing Is another way of preventing weeds from going to seed. As a
rule, It Js best to mow when weeds
stage.
have reached the
Many funners mow their pastures
once or twice each year and as a result have gradually driven out the
weeds and thickened the grass stand.
When there are patches in grain fields
thick with weeds, it will pay to cut
them, grain and all, before the weeds
start to go to seed. Most careful
farmers mow or cut their fence-roand roudside .weeds once or twice a
year to prevent their seeding.
It pays to cut a hay crop early, In
order to prevent weeds from going to
seed as well as to secure a better quality of hay. Afjer a grain crop Is removed, a crop of weeds, such as ragweed or foxtail, usually follows, which,
if not disturbed, not only reseeds the
land for further crops of weeds, but
may do much damage to a young seeding of clover or grass. Mowing these
weeds will prevent most of them from
going to seed, and, further, the clippings will be of value as a mulch for
the young grass.
Hand Work to Prevent 8eedlng.
Quite often a few scattered weeds
will occur In a field. These weeds
can be removed by hand with little
work, whereas if allowed to mature
they would thoroughly seed the land
and make trouble for the future. Such
weeds may be prevented from seeding
either by hand pulling or by digging
them out with a mattock, hoe, or spud
so far below the surface that new top
growth will not spring up and mature
seeds. Annual and biennial weeds
will make no further appearance if
pulled or cut off when they are in full
bloom. The spud Is a tool with a long
handle and a narrow chisel-like
blade
at one end. This is very effective In
disposing of weeds with thick roots,
such as bull thistle, mullein, and chicory. Many farmers have cleaned their
farms of corn cockle, wild mustard,
and many other weeds by a few hours
of hand work each year when these
weeds were in full blossom.
Spraying to Prevent Seeding.
In case of certain weeds infesting
small-graicrops It has been found
profitable to spray with a solution of
copper sulphate, Iron sulphate, or salt.
If this treatment does not entirely kill
the weeds, it at least prevents them
from going to seed. Such treatment,
if well done, does not permanently Injure the grain and Is effective against
the weeds. This method seems to be of
most use against the wild mustard
'
family of plants.
The spray solutions are made by dissolving either 12 pounds of copper sulphate, 100 pounds of Iron sulphate, or
125 pounds of common salt in 50 gallons of water. This quantity of solution is sufficient to spray about one
acre. Any machine that throws a fine
mistlike spray may be used. Where
areas of considerable size are to be
treated, a traction sprayer with a boom
12 to 20 feet long Is the most economical equipment.
n
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to the railroads Is estimated at
This Is exclusive of the estimated deficit of $SOO,000,000 In government operation of the railroads this
year, as a result of which Director
General
McAdoo contemplates advancing passenger rates at least 2
per cent and freight rates possibly as
much as 13 per cent
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ON GUARD

At this time of the year people feel
weak, tired, listless, their blood Is thin,
they have lived Indoors and perhaps
expended all their mental and bodily
energy and they want to know how to
renew their energy and stamina, overcome headaches and backaches, have
clear eyes, a smooth, ruddy skin, and
feel the exhilaration of real good health
tingling thru their body. Good, pure,
rich, red blood Is the best Insurance
against Ills of all kinds. Almost all
diseases come from Impure and impoverished blood. It la to be noticed In the
pale or pimply face, the tired, huggard
appearance or the listless manner.
Drink hot water a half hour before
meals, and for a vegetable tonic there's
nothing better than Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery, the
herbal remedy, which has had such a
fine reputation for fifty years. It contains no alcohol or narcotics. It is
made from Golden Seal root, Blood-roo- t,
Oregon grape root, Queen's root,
Black Cherry bark, extracted with gly.
cerine and made Into tablets and liquid,
Tablets sixty cents, at most drug stores.
In order to insure pure blood and to
build up the system iry this tonic
known as Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
Discovery.

Get It now

1

Clear Ycur Skin
WhfleYoaSleep
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Advances to 1,939,399 Employees, Based on Living Cost,
Totals $300,000,000.
H'ADBQ

MAY NOT APPROVE IT

Report of Commission Submitted to
General Result In Protest
From Four Principal Brotherhoods.

Based on Living Cost.
The scheme of wage advances adopted Is based on an Inquiry Into the
cost of living, which the commission
found has Increased approximately 40
per cent to the average railroad employee receiving $85 a month.
The commission favors a shorter
average workday, presumably eight
hours, but decided that In the war
emergency th nation could
to put Into effect a reform that would
slow down the war machinery and
discriminate against other classes of
workers being called upon for great
sacrifices.
Rates of overtime pay are not disturbed and the Increases are adjusted
to the mileage basis of compensation
of some employees, a road engineer,
for example, receiving an Increase of
1114 per cent In his mileage rate. A
scheme of applying the Increases to
piece work and overtime therefor Is
also provided.
An Important fenture of the report
was the recommendation that where
the same service Is rendered the pay
shall be the same, without discrimination as to sex or race.
Report of Commission.
The report of the commission, consisting of Franklin K. Lane, secretary
of the interior; Charles C. McChord,
J. Harry Covington, and William R.
Wlllcox, is an exhaustive one. In part
not-affor- d

Washington, D.
May 9. Railroad
employees to the number of 1,939,309
will receive wage advances ranglnf
from 1 to 43 per cent to the lowest
paid workers, the total aggregating
$300,000,0()0, according to the report of
the railroad wage commission submitted to Director General McAdoo.
Mr. McAdoo Is expected to adopt
only part of the recommendations and
probably will make a number of different alignments In deciding what
wage Increases shall be granted.

In unernl, the director general advocates higher pay for most classes of
workmen to enable them to meet Increased living costs, but he has been
represented as favoring proportionately larger Increases for some classes
than for others now making the same
pay. He also Is strongly opposed to
granting wage Increases which might the report snys:
"The requests which have come to
disarrange the general scheme of pay
ns
for wage Increases, would, If fully
existing throughout other Industries.
granted, Involve an additional outlay
Leaders to Protest
In wages of somewhat over $1,000,000,-00- 0
a
The leaders of the four principal
per year In excess of the wage fund
railway brotherhoods found on ex- of last year, which exceeded $2,000,
amining the report that they had 000,000. Some asked for an Increase
been recommended for les9 than half of 100 per cent In their pay, and from
the Increases they had asked of the this they graduated downward to 10
railroad managements before govern- per cent. None were satisfied with
ment control started and which they their present wages.
repeated before the commission. Their
"An unprecedented call had come for
demands had been for an average of men of certain trades .in connection
somewhat less than 40 per cent, and with the new Industries thnt hod been
Increases for them average less than created by the war in Europe, and this
20 per cent.
long before our entry Into the conflict.
Some union leaders who anticipated Machinists and iron workers of all
that the commission's recommenda- kinds found themselves to be essential
tions would not be for as great to the great munition plants and day
amounts as they had asked already labor of the most unskilled character
have appealed to Director General Mc- rose Into high demand.
Adoo to amend the proposed scale to
Cut Off Those Not Needed.
give them higher, pay. Others, how"The commission recommends that
ever, virtually have agreed to accept during the period of government conthe report
duct of the railroads no salaries paid
The wage advances, which range all to officials who are not essential to
the way from $1 to $34 a month, are the operation of the roads shall be
Increases above the amount of pay charged as part of the operating ex-
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and we will
roll and make ooe print of each
good film. We pay return postage. We emeoch employee was receiving on Deploy photographic expert only.
cember 81, 1915. Employees who have
This la a
offer to acquaint
advances since that date will
joa with our superior servio and results. received
benefit now to the extent of the differAUSTIN'S I0DAK FINlSBIKCSTORE.DtfLBl.PatUs.Us.
ence between tliejr present wage and
thot Died by the wage commission.
The net cost of the additional pay
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"There should be constituted a tribunal or tribunals, to continue the
study of railroad lubor problems, composed in part at least of men experienced In this kind of work, for conditions are ever changing."

,
Mor 'U" Boat Victims.
"And this," snld the keeper, "is what
we cull 'inventors' row.'"
"I see," replied the visitor. "All
the poor lunatics in this ward tried to
Invent something."
"That's right. There are eighty patients In these padtlcd cells and every
one of .them has a different solution
of the submarine problem." Birmingham
Age-Heral-

Dr. Tierce's Pleasnnt Pellets are the
original little liver pills put up 40 years
go. They regulate liver and bowels. A d.
A Square Meal.
American soldiers In the
trenches were discussing the food situation when one said: "Just think of
It, potatoes, steak, butter, honey, fruit,
pie, and two eggs."
Another soldier reminded hlra that
such a feed was not to be had at any
price.
"Why," said the first, "It's not to
eat It's to think about"

Some

Stat of Ohio, City of Toledo, Lucas
County ss.
,
Frank J. Chan ay makes oath that hs Is
partner
Cheney
senior
of the firm of F. J.
at Co., doing business In the City of Toledo, County and Stat aforesaid, and that
said firm will pay tho sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for any case of Catarrh
that rannot be cured by the us of
BALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE.
FRANK J. CHENET.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in
my présame, this 6th day of December,
A. D. 1881
(Seal)
A. W. Glenson, Notary Public.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE is tak.
n Internnlly and arts through the Blood
on the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
Druggists, 75c. Testimonials free.
F. J. Cheney A Co., Toledo, Ohio.
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Spring Is In the air
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find to add to the zest
of outdoor Pleasures
g
nothing affords the
refreshment of
Ions-lastin-
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WRICLEY'S-

So carry It always
with you.

Words Fail.
Gus I don't see anything funny In
these Christmas wheezes about wifey's
cigars.
Ousty Slurried?
Gus No.
Gusty Do you smoker
Gus No.
(Heavy silence.)

The Flavor
Lasts

FRECKLES

Hew Is tiis Tub t Get Rii of Tie

Ugly

Spli

Tbara's no lonirr the llshtrat naad of frellnr
of your frwklw, sa Othlne d'mlila
saharaad
strength la guaranteed to remora these homalj
pota.
' Simply
gat an ounce
of Othlne douhl
strength from your dnigglat, and apply a little
of It nlsht asd morning and yon ahould soon aea
that eirn tba worat freckles bare begun to disappear, while the lighter ones bar aanlahed entirely. It is seldom that mor tban one ounce
Is needed to eompletely clear the skin and gala
a beautiful clear completion.
Be aura to aak for the double strength Othlne.
as tbls Is Bold under guarantee of money back
It It falla to remore frecklea. Adr.

In No Hurry.
A rookie a Great Lakes

was noted
for being late. He was always the
last to be dressed and the last to turn
out At last the company commander,
exasperated by the rookie's tardiness,
called htm to the front of the company nnd suld: "Say, are you with us
In this war or not?"

Spring Run of Distemper
MAY WE WHOLLY

AVOIDED BY USING

A arrall outlay of money brings very
CDflHNC"
SrUUilJ great results. It Is a sure cure and a,

preventive If you use It as per directions. Simple, aaf
and sure. The ti sise is twice the quantity and an ounce
more than the 60c else. Get your horses In best condition
for late spring and summer. All druggists, harness deal.
ers or manufacturers.
gPOUN MEDICAL, CO., Maaafactarera, Goshen, Imá." I

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
C ASTORIA, that famous old remedy
San ful, rala proof Taffata, faat long
for Infants and children, and see that It
icwd atrlpea; trm
bf parcel port on iclpt of facBears the
tory prlua,
Ineladln, pola, ball
Scale of Rates of Increases In Pay Awarded to Railroad Workers by the
bond for
ana lalranlua Soldar,
Signature of
frM catAlocu of San and datoratloot
Wage Commission.
Wa Bake more and batter Hat toan any other
In Use for Over 30 years,
eoooorn In to world. Wlaaaaauaaa bafora tba war.
E
ASTON,
PA.
AMERICAN FLAG MFC. CO..
Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Children
New
Present
New
New
Preseat
Preseat
monthly rate.
rate.
ithlr rate,
rate.
rate.
rarmthlr raio.
47.00.
67.21
146.01 to
114.01 to 116.00. .144.60
18X01 to 183.00 .20X30
Not a Best Seller.
8.64
ta 48.00.
116.01 to 116.00. . 145.35
183.01 to 184.06.
20X18
you any worth-whilbooks In
"Hove
Enquire tor the
I J. H. WILSON 47.01
48.01 to
116,01 to 117.00. . 146.20
70.07
49.00.
184.01 to 186.00.
204.00
7"
person.
asked
the
superior
here
Wilson Nem Break Tract I saddlery ca
BO.OO.
48.01 to
71.60
117.01 to 118.00. . 147.05
18641 to 180.00.
204.85
"We have thousands of volumes, sir,"
B1.00.
60.01 to
7X60
118.01 to 119.00.
147.00
18641 to 187.00. . 205.70
DENVER
Guaranteed
81.01 to
73.70
62.00.
119.01 to 120.00.
187.01 to 18840. 206,55 replied the clerk.
148.76
"I'm sure there Is
B2.01 to
74.73
63.00.
188.01 to 18940. 207.40
120.01 to 121.00. , 140.60
A Criticism.
In
something
our
to suit the most
stock
B3.01 to
76.14
.
.
64.00.
18941 to 190.00.
121.01 to 122.04.
208.28
150.46
William Dean Howells, the famous B4.01 to 63.00. 77 JW 122.01 to 123.00. . 151.80 19041 to 191.00. 209.10 exacting taste. What do you require?"
123.01 to 124.00. . 15X16
78.96
209.96
191.01 to 19X00.
author, does not like the movies.. He (Ml.Ol to 66.00.
"I want want a book of synonyms."
B6.01 to
80.37
19X01 to 19X00.
124.01 to 126.00. . 138.00
210X0
67.00.
thinks their technical side, the cam"Just n moment, sir, until I speak to
81.78
67.01 to
126.01 to 126.00. . 153.86
211.65
193.01 to 194.00.
68.00.
era man's side, is wonderful, but he 6H.01 to 69.00.
83.19
126.01 to 127.00. , 164.70
19441 to 195.00. 212.66 the boss. 1 don't believe we have any
84.60
B0.01 to
127.01 to 128.00.
19641 to 196.00. 21335
60.00.
166.86
has no time for their literary or scenworks." Birmingham
86.01
0.01 to
128.01 to 120.00. . 166.40
1.06.
19641 to 197.00. 214.20
ario side.
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As Age Advances the Liver Requires
Small Fill, Small
Dose, Small
Price But
Great in
its Good
Work

J

.

,

occasional alight tlmulatlon.

rw

CARTER'S

LITTLE LIVER PILLS
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CONSTIPATION
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1.01

AN ATTACK OF GRIP
USUALLY

LEAVES

KIDNEYS

2.01
3.01
4.01
8.01
6.01
7.01
.01

Ill

.

CONDITION

WEAKENED

Doctors in all parts of the country have
been kept busy with the epidemic of grip
which has visited so many homes. The
are oftjn very
Srmptoms of grip this year
and leave the system in a rundown condition, particularly the. kidneys
which seem to suffer most, as almost every
victim complains of lame back and urin-(fr- y
troubles which should not be neglected, ss these danger signals often lead to
Druggists
dangerous kidney troubles.
report a large sale on Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp-Roo- t
whioh so many people say
eon heals and strengthens the kidneys
after an attack of grip. Swamp-Roobeing an herbal compound, has a gentle
healing effect on the kidneys, which is almost immediately noticed in most cases
by those who try it. Dr. Kilmer & Co.,
Binghamton, N. Y., offer to send a samon receipt
ple size bottle of Swamp-Rooof ten cents, to every sufferer who requests it. A trial will convince anyone
who may be in need of it. Regular medium and large size bottles, for sale at
all druggists. Be sure to mention this
paper. Adv.
t,

t,

.

A Real Ambition.

"He has a fine ambition."
"What Is it?"
"Says he wants to Uve so that he
will be considered somebody's best
friend."
Red Cross Bag Blue, much better, goes
farther than liquid blue. Get from any
grocer. Adv.

8.01
76.01
71.01
7X01
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74.01
75.01
76.01
77.01
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8B.01
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to
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02.01
93.01 to
94.01 to
9(1.01

to

96,01 to
97.01 to
98.01 to
99.01 to
100.01 to
101.01 to
102.01 to
103.01 to
104.01 to
103.01 to
106.01 to
107.01 to
108.01 to
109.01 to
110.01 to
111.01 to
112.01 to
113.01 to

2.00.
3.00.
4.00.
6.00.
.00.
7.00.
8.00.
9.00.
70.00.
71.00.
7X00.
73.00.
74.00.
75.00.
76.00.
77.00.
78.00.
79.00.
80.00.
81.00.
82.00.
83.00.
84.00.
8S.00.
86.00.
87.00.
88.00.
89.00.
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102.00.
103.00.
104.00.
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106.00.
107.00.
108.00.
109.00.
110.00.
111.00.
112.00.
113.00.
114.00.

87.42
88.88
90.34
91.66
93.08
94.47
96.88
P7.Í
98.70
100.11
101.63
102.93
104.S4
106.75
107.16
108.87
109.98
111.39
11X70
113.75
114.80

1180

117.60
119.00
119.86
120.70
121.55
122.40
1X1.25

124.10
124.93
1

2.1X0

126.65
127.60
128.35
129.20
130.05
130.90
181.75
13X60
133.45
134.30
135.15
136.00
136.85
137.70
188.55
139.40
140.25
141.10
141.95
142.80
143.65

129.01
130.01
131.01
132.01
133.01
134.01
136.01
130.01
137.01

18841
139.01
140.01
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142.01
143.01

14441
145.01

146.1
147.01
14S.01
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160.01
161.01
102.01
KW.Or
164.01
165.01
166.01
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169.01
170.01
171.01
172.01
173.01
174.01
175.01
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177.01
178.01 to
179.91 to
180.91 to
181.01 to

.

13840.
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189.00.
140.00.
141.60.
142.00.
143.00.
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176.00.
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178.00.
179.00.
180.00.
181.00.
182.00.
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FROM ALL OVER

Not a Line Officer.
The manufacture of porcelain pyro"I thought you told me June mar- meter tubes Is a new Industry.
He's
A Pennsylvania farmer Is the Invenried an officer." "So she did.
president of the Boon Powder works." tor of a device to be worn on one hand
to tie knots In twine.
boy's
Italy prohibits mills producing wheat
small
a
in
periods
longest
The
flour
for bread in which less than 80
meals.
between
life are those
per cent of the grain Is used.
Many tropical plants possess light
VJbza Your Eyes Need Care giving qualities, their flowers and
Try Murine Eye Remedy
stems being luminous and their juices
We Smarting Just r Comfort. Meant at
phosphorescent
maU. Write for Free Bra Book.
or
InwaiKts
'
J StMliDI CO.. CHICAGO
1
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157.26
.188.16
158.96
169.80
166.68
161.60
16X35
163.20
164.06
164.90
165.78
166.60
167.46
168.30
169.18
170.00
170.86
171.76
172.65
1T'1.40
174.X1

175.10
175.95
176X6
177.65

. 178J50

179.85
180.20
181.05
. 181.90
. 182.75
. 183.60
. 184.45
. 185.80
. 186.15
. 187.00
. 187X7
. 188.70
. 189.68
, 190.40
.
.
.

.101.25

192.10
. 192.95
. 193.80
, 194.65
. 195.60
. 196.35
. 197.20
, 198.05
. 198.96
, 199.75
, 200.60
,
201.43
.

197.01 to
19841 to
19941 to

20041 to
201.01 to
20X01 to
20841 to
204.01 to
20641 to
20641 to
207.01 to
208.01

to

20941 to
21041 to
21141 to
212.01 to
213.01 to
314.01 to
21541 to
21641 to
217.01 to
21841 to
219.01 to
.220.01 to
221.01 to
22X01 to
22341 to
224.01 to
225.01 to
226.01 to
227.01 to
228.01 to
22941 to
X10.01 to
231.01' to
282.01 to
23341 to
234.01 to
2.15.01 to
2.16.01 to
23741 to
238.01 to
X1941 to
240.01 to
241.01 to
24241 to
243.01 to
24441 to
245.01 to
24641 to
24741 to

to
24041 to
248.01

198.00. ,
199.00. ,
200.00.
201.00. ,
20X00. .
308.00. ,
204.00.
206.00. ,
206.00. ,
207.00. ,
208.00.
209.00.
210.00. ,
211.00. ,
212.00. ,
213.00. ,
214.00. ,
216.00. ,
218.00. ,
217.00. ,
218.00. .
219.00. ,
220.00. .
221.00. ,
222.06 i .
2X1.00. ,
224.00. .
2X5.00. ,
226.00. .
227.00. ,
228.00. ,
229.00. ,
230.00. ,
2.11.00. .
2.12.00.
233.00. .
2.14.00. ,
X15.00. .

1X16.00.

2.17.06.
X18.00.
239.00.
240.00.
241.00.
24X00.
243.00.

24440.
245.06.
246.00.
247.00.
248.00.
249.00.
250.00.
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,
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,
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,
,
,
,

,

315.05
218.90
216.76
317.60
318.45
219.30
220.18
221.00
221X8
22X70
223.55
224.40
228.28
226.16
226.95
227.80
228.65
229.50
230.35
2.11.20
X12.06

213.90
233.73
234.60
235.45

Age-Heral-

Emile on wash day. That's when you usa
Red Cross Bag Blue. Clothes whiter than
snow. All rocen. Adv.

Poblem for Home.
"Good morning, children," said the
arithmetic teacher. "How many of you
have prepared an original problem In
The Censor's Letters.
"Who censors the Censor's love let- multiplication, as I requested?" Only
one hand went up.
ters?"
"Well, William, you may give your
."The censor has no love letters."
problem and the rest of the class may
Existence of friendship depends on solve It."'
"If my baby sister Is a year old now
the reciprocity of esteem.
and weighs 20 pounds, and keeps on
Distemper Can Be Controlled gaining two ounces a day until she Is
sixteen years old, and if the price of
by oalnti Db. David Roberts'
living doubles 'agnln. In the next ten
FEYER PASTE
years how much will my sister's gradand WEITE LINIMENT VoS
uation outfit cost? Mother says she
Bead tba
would like to know." Rehoboth SunPractical Homo Veterinarias

X18.85

239.70
240.55
241.40
242.25
243.10
243.93
244.80
245.65
246.50
247.35
248.20
248.06
249.90
2no.oo
250.00
230.00

tea

i'o

X16.36

237.16
238.00

wutlly

Indicate the absence of Iron la
, ,
loioness or PaIa PafAt
the Woodt
a condition which will be greatly helped by Carter SlrOnrlliS

If,

Dads'

Send for freo booklet on AbohtioK
In Cuyys. If no dealer in jour town,
writ
loberti' lit Ca, 100 trios' inooi, Waukstba, Wis,

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

.

toilet preparation of merit
Helps to nuMoato dandruff.

A

Color and
Boanty to Gray or Faded Hair.
fo and $i.oo at Drug; uta.
Csih for Old Fslie Teeth Pon t matter If broken.
I par Kl to 116 per set.
alao eaab fur old sold, eilrer. platinum, dental sold
Sod old gold Jewelry. Will aend caAh br return mall
and will hold goods 10 dara for Render a approval of
auj price.
uuL.sic,t.Fi,s,9ooi s. tiai.,rhiia..ra.

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

day Herald. '

"

,

Contradictory Impressions.
"Do you enjoy reading spring

po-

etry?"
"Some. But It's seldom Interesting
enough to take my mind oft the coal

shortage."
Cold Comfort.

"Prices are high," she began.
"And going higher," said the butcher.
And that ended It. Louisville

20-19-

ÍSO.Ofl

250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00.
250.00

One agricultural college and three
experiment stations are maintained by
the government of Norway.
American electric fans of large size
are used to drive mosqultofcs from the
palace of the Caliph of Bagdad.
An Inventor has combined a shaving
brush and a rubber device for rubbing
In the lather on one handle.
To give boxers practice a dummy
human figure has been Invented, so
connected to a registering device thnt
blows struck are recorded, both as to
position and force.

Yon Bloated After Eating
Are
With (hat gassy, puffy feeling, and hurting
your
near

heart? For Quick Relief Take ONE

IK
J
JaV

CFOft YOUR STOMACH'S SAKÍD
You can fairly feel it work. It drives the GAS out of rour
body and the Bloat oes with it
Remove! Quickly Ind!estioa, Heartburn, Sour Stomach, etc.
Get EATONIC from your Drvgeitt with tha DOUBLE GUARANTEE
8a. Wahab Atwim, Chtt, m.
fend for tba "Hctp" Boob, AMnm Batonie Remedy Go. ,
tOIS--

CseteaCent
er '1 wo a Day

THE

SPANISH-AMERICAN-
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A Great Wet of Mercy drawn through

vviuti vi

mrpraKHDic

jam

of the Bleeding

Out

of Europe a
cry is heard above the
moan of the broken
the Soul of
bodies

...c

"Unto the Least of These"

I!

Freedom at bay with
Death, cries ou- t- "Save
Liberty for the Race."

It is YOUR Liberty,
Your Nation's Freedom
Your

ChildrenVBirth-righ- t

that is fighting
for life.
'

Biflor

Fáw

uilflá

s

All

1

il'

y

that Life holds for

you as an American is

at Stake in the War.
We cant all be in the
Trenches but we CAN
and MUST sustain the
ones who Are there.
.

-

'

lit

T

.

Contributed by Arthur Wllllutn Brown.

Not as an act of Mercy, but as an act of War--a- s a Soldier
of the Nation-HETHE RED CROSS to Heal, Support and
Cheer our Soldiers and Sailors of Liberty that they may Fight
Sooner, Harder, and Longer in this Holy War. ..
STOP.
GIVE Till Your Heart says
LP
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Starts MAY Twentieth; all over the mesa!
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Speaking by the best local talent of all these towns,
Special Music and Entertainment in addition.

Do
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T

n
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This Page is paid for and donated to the AMERICAN RED CROSS
by the following leading Business Firms of ROY.
FLOERSHEIM MERCANTILE Co.,
ROY TRUST & SAVINGS BANK,
ALBERT BACHARACK;

ROY TRADING COMPANY,
ROY GARAGE, c. b. stubblefield & c0. Pr0P
ROBERTS & OLVER; Lumber aad Coal.

